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The Image of Fairfield

Inside
this week

Four university candidates win RTM
election
Maura Parsons
News Editor
Fairfield University
has never had both Democratic
and Republican candidates on
the Representative Town Meeting; that is, until last Tuesday
night.
, Just after 9 p.m. on
Nov. 4, the results from the
polls revealed that all four candidates from Fairfield University were victorious in obtaining positions on the town of
Fairfield's RTM.
Mike Franz '99,
Jerry Schlichting '00, Domenic
Paniccia '98, and Henry
Humphreys, director of Residence Life, won four out of
five possible seats. on the
RTM in district four. Former
candidate Chad Peddicord '99
withdrew from the election on
Oct. 29.
The three students
will replace current RTM student representatives, Chris

Cipriano and Jim O' Connor, on
the RTM. All four candidates
will serve on the 50 member
RTM and will have an opportunity to vote on issues relevant to
university students living both
on campus and at the beach. "I
will do my best to represent their
concerns in town," said Paniccia,
a Democrat.
Franz, also a Democrat, said that he believes that
the four RTM representatives
share the same concerns and
will work well together representing the university on the
RTM. "Jerry, Dom, and I plan
to sit down together and discuss
the issues," Franz said. He also
said that he and Paniccia already have a good relationship
with Humphreys because of
their Resident Assistant positions.
Franz is looking forward to working with the new
Democratic government of
Fairfield and hopes to gain valuable experience from serving
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Did you catch
cultural awareness week?
Find out what you missed,
see p. 3
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Trick or treat?, see p.6
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The district four voting station at the Jennings school
the local government. "I hope
to live up to the responsibility,
and do the best that I can,"
Franz said.
Paniccia hopes to gain
experience on the grass-roots
level while serving on the

Halloween
scare at the
townhouses

RTM. "I will have now have a
chance to experience politics
from the inside out," Paniccia
said.
Republican winners
Schlichting and Humphreys were
unavailable for comments.

Eating disorders and our
bodies
Find out if your eating
habits fit the description,
seep. 7

Laundry cards:
are they worth
it?
Staff writer address the
card cost mystery, see p. 9

Peddicord withdraws from
RTM election
Maura Parsons
News Editor
As students exited the
district four polling booths on
Tuesday Nov. 4, they may have
noticed a candidate's name
missing from the RTM ballot.
Six days before the election,
Chad Peddicord, a republican
RTM candidate and university
student, announced his withdrawal as a RTM candidate after it was discovered that he
does not live on campus.
Fairfield's Republican
Registrar of Voters, Joan
O' Rourke, discovered last week
that Peddicord's name appears
on a lease of a student beach
house on Fairfield Beach Road.
The student beach area is not
part of district four, the
university's voting district.
Most student beach houses fall
in district ten.
According
to
O'Rourke, Peddicord would

have been disqualified if he did
not withdraw from the election
because he violated local voting laws. The law states that
candidates must live in the district that they run in.
Peddicord released a statement on Wednesday Oct. 29,
the eve of his withdrawal, stating jthat he considered the university to be his primary residence.
"I was under the impression that since I am a full-time
student at Fairfield University
and receive my mail at a campus box that this was considered my full-time residence,"
Peddicord said.
However, O'Rourke stated
that having a campus mailbox
does not make the university
his residence. "You get your
mail on campus, you do not
have a room on campus," she
said. "The law states where
you sleep is where you vote."

O'Rourke said that
Peddicord should have made
them aware in September that
he would not be living on campus this year and arrangements
could have been made for him
to move back on campus before election day. "It's just an
unfortunate
situation,"
O'Rourke said. "I don't think
it was intentional on Chad's
part."
Yet, several sources close
to Peddicord have revealed that
he made an effort to conceal the
fact that he lives at the beach.
These sources, who do not wish
to be identified, said that
Peddicord took several actions
to make it appear that he lives
on campus.
The 1997 university
townhouse directory lists him
as living at townhouse 83 and
he appears on the townhouse's
voice mail message. In the
S.T.A.G., the student telephone

and address guide, Peddicord does
not list either a campus address or
a beach address.
One source stated that
Peddicord may have intentionally
left out his local address from the
student directory. Peddicord did
not return calls to comment about
this issue.
In the beginning of the Fall
semester, the town's Registrar of
Voters notified 133 university students living at the beach, including Peddicord, that they could not
vote in the District four elections.
These students were notified by
mail and were informed that they
must vote in their own districts.
Several of these beach residents called the office of the Registrar of Voters after receiving the
notice in the mail, none of them
were Chad Peddicord.

Getting tired of
the same bars?
Find something new,
see p. 15

Looking for
a good
threesome?
We 've got a trio for you,
see p. 16.

FUSA
Faculty
Evaluations
Good luck registering, see pgs. 17-20

Women's soccer simply the
best
Read all about it, see p.24
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Campus Beat
John Griffith
Assistant News Editor

Oct. 24
1:24 a.m. : Vandalism. Door window was broken. The suspect was
identified and the case was referred to Judicial.
10:38 a.m. : Unknown individual was accessing pornography on a campus
computer. The case is under investigation.
Oct. 25
1:28 a.m.: There was a fight between a student arid a non-student. The nonstudent was escorted off campus.
3:50 p.m.: Larceny. Money was taken from a purse in an unlocked office.
The suspect has not been identified.
5:00 p.m.: Theft. Laundry was stolen from both the Campion and Loyola
laundry rooms.
Oct. 26
11:06 a.m.: Burglary and subsequent arrest. Two non-students stole a VCR,
TV, computer monitor, and CD's among other things, from an unlocked room in
Campion. The individuals were caught, arrested, and escorted off campus.
7:44 p.m. : Threatening e-mail messages were received by a university
student. The suspect was identified.
Oct. 27
10:20 a.m. : Vandalism. The laundry card value center was vandalized in
the Barone Campus Center.
Oct. 28
1:10 p.m.: Vandalism. A vehicle was keyed in the Alumni Hall parking lot.
Extensive damage was incurred. Anyone with information on the incident is asked to
contact security.
.

Oct. 29

4:26 a.m.: Attempted larceny. There was an attempt to break into a Jeep
parked by.the townhouses. Nothing was reported missing.

Town Beat
Maura Parsons
News Editor
On Oct. 24, a resident of Fairfield Beach Road reported that the mailbox at
his residence was deliberately knocked to the ground. Fairfield Police responded and
a report was filed.
A Fairfield University student, Lisa Spoerri, 20, was arrested at the beach
for assaulting a female university student. Police charged Spoerri with 3rd degree
assault and disturbing the peace.

Classifieds
EARN $750-$1500/WEEK
Raise all the money your group needs by sponsoring a VISA Fundraiser on your
campus. No investment & very little time needed. There's no obligation, so why not
call for information today. Call 1-800-323-8454 x 95

*** EARN FREE TRIPS & CASH!***
CLASS TRAVEL needs students to promote Spring Break 1998! Sell 15 trips &
travel free! Highly motivated students can earn a free trip & over $10,000!
Choose Cancun, Bahamas, Mazatlan, Jamaica or Florida! North America's largest
student tour operator! Call Now! 1-800-838-6411

*** Spring Break.... "Take 2"***
Hiring Reps! Sell 15... Take 2 Free. Hottest Destinations! Free Parties, Eats, Drinks,
SunSplash 1-800-426-7710 www.sunsplashtours.com

RELIABLE SPRING BREAK TOURS
Bahamas, Cancun, & Ski Trips! FREE FOOD & FREE DRINKS! Sign Up before
Nov.30. Organize a group - travel free. Call for Details and free brochure. Call 1(888)
SPRING BREAK Today!
Foreign students - visitors. DV-1 Greencard Program available. 1-800773-8704 & (818) 882-9681. Applications close November 16.

CHEERS
to trick or shot-those who stuck it
out... to Catholic school girls and babies... to Annie's mac & cheese-the
best ever... to the Final Four-at least
you' re consistent... to starting the weekend on Wednesday... to giving wedgies
and head butting your friends... to Dirty
Dancing dance parties.... to brawling
babes at the Grape.... to finding 10
bucks...to Stacey's 21st b-day...to
ice,ice baby... to Freddy for wearing
his hat backwards... to Rob's first horse
show...to being "shady, stalking
alcoholics"...to the cute little school
girls at Margaritaville.... to the sexcrazed school girls (or so. everyone
thinks)...to the sexy afro-boy at Divine... to Bob's sexy midriff..to the
conservative bunny-you're the
cutest...to a masked mystery man grabbing asses-fhanks... To neighbor peepers in the 5 block-we see you... to
screams, shaky hands and streched
arms... to Steph, Vince, Silvia and Hide
for dragging me into the haunted farm...
to cute doctors in the real-life e.r....To
the girls of TH53 for escaping a series
of disasters with minor injuries. ..to the
real Dorothy-Happy 21 st Erin... to attitude is everything at 3 a.m to "you
make me wanna"...to blatantly
whatever...to almost carving pumpkins... to the 72 hours left before initiations... to the coolest non-alcoholic
hallo ween party in college history... to
meeting a girl you've known for four
years, for the first time... to best friend
birthday surprises-thanks baby...to
friends that help with best friend birthday surprises... to one elbow... to playing bingo for 3 hours with Dottie and
the Mary Kay bunch... to hiding in a
chair while others get written up... to
UMS... to Biondina and the Swan-love
the lamb... to the LARC staff... to
Tarzan and Jane-when can we go out
for coffee.... to Teddy Roosevelt-wherever you are... to drawing goofy caricatures of your friends.... to driving a cop
car... to Webster-Have you seen him?...
to Carolyn the Swan and Lisa the
Lamb....-to mom and her applesauce
muffins...to Matt: happy belated 20th
birthday. We all think you're gre8...to
watching a certain Tom Cruise movie
"pause it! I can see it!"...to townhouse
Halloween parties...to getting on TVlocal station from Bridgeport!... to no
Jiggy Stop I can't bend over I'm too
fat... to the door knob was broken but
now it's fixed... to all missions completed... to chillin' in bay shore; no
parents withKl friends... toMatahari...
to Fuzzybushes...- to whatEVAH... to
Dairy Queen... to Blue Window.. toAJ
Wynder, the best bailer in FU history...
to the hot twin sitting up front of me in
Bayne's class- ask me out!... to
women's xc- thanks for being strong...
to men's xc- congrats on third... to
getting hate mail... to impeach.. to overhearing couple's quarrels... to the girls
of Campion 2 for pulling together
Monday morning... to going home....

BOOS
to jealous girls who have nothing better to do than give dirty looks.... to getting
sick off half a beer... to scaring the boy
you tried to hook up with.... to the girl
who says that she wants to go dancing but
never does... to red head boys who think
they are GOD... to spilling beer and not
even being drunk-HELLO....to getting
too much sleep and not functioning...to
guys with cheesy lines...to the girl who
went to the mo vie theater drunk and puked
in the broken down cab on the way
home...to el presidente and the herd anthem.... to Fabio AKA ...to stolen taps...
to rude internationals who don't leave
your house...to pushy nerds...to silk panties and falling on the floor... to constipated reptiles #1... to-stairs...to bruised
kidneys...to long-distance people who
don't call... to toilets flooding 4 times in
12 hours...to being robbed while someone was sleeping downstairs... to
housemates hiding all of your food... tolosing two swim meets in one day... to
having too many things to look forward
too... to my scary jack-o-lantern, it keeps
looking at me!... to student court for indicting my boys... to being written up on
Harvest night... to strange ingredients in
Nantucket Nectars like Citrus Cloud
Emulsion... to foot lint on the floor... to
group project people who make you do
all of the work... to missing sis in Ithaca,
NY... the guy who asked to see ID... to the
alias crisis... to people forgetting friends...
to Starbucks hot chocolate... to security...
to LSATs... to the Quick Center boltwhat is exactly down there anyway?...to
being blamed for boos you didn't do... to
hearing the same song over and over
again., to the STAG for not delivering...
to having to do much reading., to getting
hate mail... to hearing the words impeach
over and over again... to "baby got back"
girl... to puff... to having things stolen...
to hearing the same story... to basketball
players who are players... to people getting away with things because of who
they are.... to annoying phone calls... to
loud people all night in my hallway... to
not sleeping because you think you' re the
only one around... to having to move the
couch every night... to the land being
sold... to broken wall entrances... to pointless classes... to registration... spelling
errors... to bad haircuts... to having to go
for retakes... to not getting your ring on
time... to Jostens... to Lauren Studios learn how to take photos... to the University for signing stupid contracts that they
cannot get out of... to spills... to not getting a parking spot... to having to hear
everything... to the Quad orchard.. to having to many expose ideas... to the mascot
costume... to being thought of as an alcoholic, to becoming a victim of "jen"ism... to visitors., to going home again., to
seeing the pictures... to Sodexho food., to
outrageous food bills., to not being done
yet... to being poor., to people who think
they have to look at everything... to not
having any alcohol at your house... to
crawlers... to typos... to printers who
charge by the correction & don' t do them...
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Cultural Diversity
celebrated
Dana Ambrosini
Staff Writer

This week, Fairfield University is celebrating Cultural Awareness
week with presentations sponsored by
the Center for Multicultural Relations
and FUSA. Each day of the week has
been devoted to the exploration of one or
two cultural groups. The presentations
have been appearing daily in the lobby of
the campus center between the hours of
11 a.m. and 1 p.m.
The festivities began on Monday with an exhibition by ASA, the Asian
Students Association. Students and members of the university community were
treated to samples of Japanese and Chinese cuisine and also witnessed demonstrations of Oragami.
On Tuesday, SALSA, the Spanish and Latino Students Association, took
over the reigns with a display of Latin
dances. Professional dancers and local
dance groups performed in the campus
center lobby. The dancers were accompanied by musician Angel Del Rio.
Wednesday, both UMOJA, and
the Native American Student Associa-

tion (NASA) featured displays. Today,
the Greek Club will make their contributions to Cultural Awareness Week.
KADIMA, the Jewish student association, will conclude the week-long cultural celebration on Friday.
Larri Mazon, director of the Center for Multicultural Relations, is enthusiastic about Cultural Awareness Week
and hopes to have another such celebration during the upcoming semester. "This
is a chance to highlight and illustrate
different cultures," Mazon said.
Mazon explained that the focus
of the week is on those aspects of culture
that everyone participates in, such as eating ethnic food and listening to music, as
a "soft entry" into better understanding of
different cultures.
All culturally oriented groups
were invited to participate in Cultural
Awareness Week, and any legitimate
COSO group can sponsor a culturally
related presentation. Anyone interested
in participating in the next Cultural
Awareness Week should apply to the
Center for Multicultural Relations.
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Class of 2001 FYE pro
gram draws to a close
Timothy Lloyd
Director of New Student Programs

team of orientation coordinators, First Year
Experience facilitators, and committee members produced one of the most successful
Ten months of planning has come
orientations for freshmen students and their
to a conclusion as the First Year Experiparents who attended the June orientation
ence program comes to an end for the
program.
■ .
class
of
The
2001.
1997-1998
Ten
Fall semonths ago,
mester be13
of
gan with
Fairfield's
the Fall
students
Welcome
were
program.
brought toMore than
gether to
240 stuhelp plan
dent oriand execute
entation
one of the
volununiversities
teers,
most ambimanaged
tious proFYE
Planning
Group
Leaders.
by the 13
grams. That
photo:
courtesy
of
FYE
Program
orientaprogram is
tion coorientation for
ordinafreshmen and
tors, were instrumental in making a smooth
transfer students and the First Year
transition to college for the 900 students that
Experience program.
started at Fairfield this fall.
With more than 150 hours
Eight weeks of small group meetinvested into the program during the
ings, lectures, and community service
Spring semester, the orientation coprojects followed the fall Welcome proordinators assisted with the recruitgram. The eight weeks of the First Year
ing of other student leaders to help
Experience program were a success due to
out with June orientation. As Spring
the continued committment of Jen Reina and
turned into summer, the combined
Kristen Geschine, FYE coordinators, and
the support of the rest of the orientation
coordinators.
The university's programs for new
students would like to thank the 1997 orientation coordinators, the 112 First Year Experience facilitators, and the 100 orientation
committee workers.
It has been three and a half
years since the accident and Sterner
said that not a day goes by that he
doesn't think about his friends. He
said that he doesn't give lectures for
forgiveness or for people to feel sorry
for him. "I talk and hopefully maybe
somebody listens," he said. "Life is
all about choices. My friends and I
made a really bad choice. Now my
friends are dead. What kinds of
Amy Wannamaker
choices are you going to make?"
Staff Writer
Nancy Maitland,
__
Peer Education Network
On Tuesday, Nov. 11 at 7:30
Advisor, thought that
p.m., Congressman Christopher Shays
Sterner's presentation
will speak to the university community in
was insightful.
"I
the School of Nursing Auditorium. This
thought the presentation
will be an open forum sponsored by the
was very powerful bePolitics
Department where students and
cause of Mark's honesty
faculty will be able to address the Repubof his emotions,"
lican Congressman.
Maitland said. "This was
Congressman Shays is the repnot a canned presentaresentative for the 4th district of Contion. This was a young
necticut which includes Fairfield Univerman who is going to carry
sity. He is on the Budget and Governa heavy burden for the
ment and Reform Oversight committees.
rest of his life."
He coauthored the CongresMaitland also besional Accountability Act, which requires
__
lieved that the lecture was
Congress to abide by the laws it sets for
appropriate at Fairfield
the rest of the country. The Congresbecause of the many stusional Accountability Act was signed into
dents that drive to and from the beach
law by President Clinton in 1995. He is
for parties. "People drive off campus
currently
working on a bipartisan level to
to the bars and the beach to party and
enact
comprehensive
campaign finance
because they think it's a short disreform.
tance from campus they take the risk
"This is a unique opportunity
and get in the car with someone who
for students to voice their opinions and
has been drinking," she said. "There
have them be heard by those that repreis an invincibility factor here. People
sent them in government," said Dr. Kevin
think that it won't happen to them, but
Cassidy, chair of the politics department.
distance has nothing to do with it.
All students are encouraged and welIntoxication has everything to do with
comed to attend.
it.".

Ex-Con speaks out against
Driving Under the Influence
Meghan Horgan
Staff Writer
The Peer Education Network
sponsored a lecture given by Mark
Sterner on Oct. 29 about the dangers of
mixing alcohol and driving. Sterner
shared a personal tragedy, that occurred
during a spring break trip with four of
his fraternity brothers, with a Fairfield
audience in the School of Nursing Auditorium.
Sterner was a student
at Johnson and Wales Uni__
versity when he decided
with his friends to travel to
Florida for spring break.
On their last night of vacation, Sterner and his fraternity brothers videotaped
their last night in Florida
so that they could look back
upon it years later and rememberthe good times that
they had. Sterner played
the videotape to the audience that showed the men
doing many shots of alcohol before they left for the
^_^_
bars.
Sterner was, driving to the first bar while his friends
continued to videotape their night. At
one point, Sterner had the car driving up
to 101 mph as his friends cheered him
on.
They arrived at the bar safely
and continued to consume alcohol.
When it was time to move on from the
bar, the guys decided that the least drunk
of the bunch would drive and that was
Sterner. The five friends would never
reach their destination and it was later

found that Sterner's blood alcohol level was
.17.
He also showed slides of the accident scene to the audience. Their rented,
large Cadillac was severely crushed. The
car was traveling between 60 and 70 mph
when Sterner lost control of the car and
slammed into a tree. Two of Mark's friends
were thrown from the car into the trees and
one was crushed by the car. One friend
received only minor injuries. Sterner broke

"Life is all about choices. My
friends and I made a really bad
choice. Now my friends are
dead. What kinds of choices are
you going to make?"

nine ribs and his pelvis, suffered a severe
head injury, and punctured his lung. None
of them were wearing seatbelts.
Dressed in a bright orange prison
suit, he told the audience that three of his
friends,died in the accident and only one of
his friends survived. The friend that did
survive no longer speaks to Sterner.
Sterner was found guilty of three
counts of DUI manslaughter at the age of 21.
He spent two years in jail and was given 12
years of probation.

Shays
comes to
EU.
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Fairfield Announces eight new Board of Trustee
members
PR- Fairfield University has elected
eight new trustees who represent varied
areas and include a surgeon, a Jesuit
educator, a banker, two financial consultants, two insurance executives, and a
marketing executive.
Four are Fairfield University
graduates and two are alumni of other
Jesuit universities. In addition, they are
residents of five different states: Connecticut, Illinois, Massachusetts, New
York, and Texas.
The new trustees are:
Dr. Patrick Carolan '59, orthopaedic surgeon in Bridgeport; the Rev.
Edward Glynn, S.J., vice chancellor of
affairs and provost at the University of
Massachusetts, Boston; Sylvester Green,
senior vice president, Chubb & Sons,
Inc., White Plains, N.Y.; Ned
Lautenbach, senior vice president, IBM
Corporation, White Plains, N.Y.; Joseph
D. Macchia, '57, chairman, president
and CEO of Gainsco, Inc., Fort Worth,
Texas; William A. Mclntosh, consultant
and former managing director, Salomon
Brothers; Lawrence C. Rafferty, '64
CEO, Rafferty Companies, LLC,
Harrison, N.Y.; and Elizabeth H.
Schwabe, '74, managing director, Chase
Securities, Inc., New York.
Dr. Patrick J. Carolan has practiced orthopaedic surgery for 25 years in
Bridgeport, is chief of the Orthopaedic
Division of St. Vincent's Hospital and
held the presidency and other key posi-

tions with the Fairfield County and Connecticut Medical Associations.
He served as a trustee of
Fairfield University (1979-85) and president of the Alumni Association (197779). A resident of Fairfield, he holds a
bachelor of arts from Fairfield University, 1959, and received his M.D. degree
from Seton Hall College of Medicine,
1963.
His family was the first in which
husband, wife, and at least one child
earned degrees at Fairfield University as
Mrs. Betty Mclntyre Carolan received
her degree in 1987, Patrick in 1985, and
Jennifer, 1989. Two other children hold
degrees from Georgetown and Boston
College.
The Rev. Edward Glynn, S.J.,
holds a bachelor's and doctorate from
Fordham, a second doctorate from the
Graduate Theological Union in Berkeley, California with added degrees from
Woodstock College and Yale Divinity
School. He has served as president of
Gonzaga University, Wash., and St.
Peter's College, N.J., and earlier this
year was named vice-chancellor for academic affairs and provost of the University of Massachussets in Boston.
Sylvester Green, a resident of
New Canaan, Conn., and a graduate of
Mt. Union College, Ohio, is senior vice
president and managing director of
Chubb & Sons, Inc. in White Plains,
N.Y. He serves on the boards of Mt.
Union College, the. College of Insur-

ance, Community Baptist Church, INROADS of New York City and the
Urban League of Westchester County.
Ned C. Lautenbach, a resident of Fairfield, is senior vice presi:
dent and group executive for sales and
distribution for the IBM Corporation
in White Plains. He holds a B.A. in
economics from the University of
Cinncinati and a MBA from Harvard
University.
He is a member of the board
of trustees of the University of
Cinncinati Foundation and the board
of directors of the Eaton Corporation
as well as a member of the Council on
Foreign Relations and the committee
for the Bishop's Appeal for the Archdiocese of Bridgeport.
Joseph D. Macchia, a resident of Fort Worth, Texas, earned his
BS degree from Fairfield University,
completed graduate studies at Western
University and served in the Marine
Corps for four years as a first lieutenant. In 1978,he founded Gainsco,Inc,
a property and casualty insurance holding company.
He was previously president
of the Early American Insurance Company and vice president of the Foremost Insurance Company. In 1992, he
was named entrepreneur of the year
for the Southwest Region's Service
Category and is a member of the American Business Conference in Washington, D.C.

William A. Mclntosh, a resident
of Kenilworth, 111., was managing director
of Salomom Brothers for 34 years and served
in the New York and Chicago offices. He
was vice chairman of the Chicago Stock
Exchange and president of the Bond Club of
Chicago.
Now a consultant, he is a member
of the board of trustees of the Papal Foundation, the American Ballet Theatre, Cardinal
Big Shoulders Fund in Chicago and the
Archdiocesan Finance Council in Chicago.
He previously served as trustee for Fairfield
University, 1990-1996. He is a graduate of
Xavier University.
Lawrence C. Rafferty, a 1964
graduate of Fairfield, is CEO of Rafferty
Companies, LLC an investment banking
and brokerage services, founded in 1987 in
Harrison, N.Y. He was previously senior
vice president of the apparel divison of
West Point Pepperell. He is a member of
National Association of Securities Dealers,
United Way Strategic Action Committee,
"Shake-A-Leg" Fund Raising Committee
for the Handicapped and Little Flower
Children's Service.
Elizabeth H. Schwabe, managing
director of Chase Securities, Inc., was previously managing director and vice president of Chase Manhattan Bank. A 1964
graduate of Fairfield University, a resident
of New York City, she has been an adjunct
faculty member of the NYU School of Continuing Education, a member of the Mortgage Bankers Association of America, and
a member of Robert Morris Associates.

Cuba and the United
States: What Went
Wrong?
PR— The Latin American and
Carribbean Studies Program at Fairfield
University will host a lecture on "Cuba
and the United States: What Went
Wrong?" on Wednesday, Nov. 19 at
7:30 p.m. in the Faculty Dining Room of
the Barone Campus Center.
Dr. Thomas Paterson, currently
Professor of History (Emeritus) at the
University of Connecticut-Storrs, will
be the guest speaker for the lecture. Since
his arrival at the University of Connecticut in 1967, Dr. Paterson has published
numerous books and journal articles on
relations between Cuba and the United
States.
Paterson' s comprehensive writings include Contesting Cuba: The
United States and the Triumph of the
Cuban Revolution (1994), "Fixation with
Cuba: The Bay of Pigs, Missile Crisis,
and Covert War Against Castro" (1989),
and "The Limits of Hegemony:.The
United States and the Cuban Revolution" (1996).

Paterson has also written more
generally on United States diplomatic
history in his co-authored book with Gary
Clifford, American Ascendant. Copies
of Paterson's books will be available for
purchase at the lecture.
Dr. Edward Dew, Director of
the Latin American and Caribbean Studies Program at Fairfield University said,
"Professor Patterson is one of the most
prolific and insightful writers on American Diplomatic history."
Paterson has lectured to numerous organizations and on college campuses including Rutgers University, Trent
University, and Yale University. Commenting on a wide range of historical and
political topics, Dr. Paterson has appeared
on the "Voice of America"radio program in August of 1997, presented research and lectures in Cuba, Puerto Rico,
Venezuela, and China, and is currently a
historical consultant on the A&E film
"Cuba."

DO YOU WANT TO WORK IN A FUN AND DYNAMIC
ENVIRONMENT? L00KN0 FURTHER!!

Leading executive search firm, specializing in Human Resource
Technology and Consulting for Fortune 50 firms, seeks a part time
intern to assist in areas of research, special projects as well as to aid in
specific project teams, supporting the company's most strategic
agendas, This individual will have an opportunity to gain corporate
mentorship, have direct impact with clients and gain the skills to
succeed in a fast paced, growing business* If you have strong
interpersonal skills, an energetic disposition and a self-driven attitude,
we would like to speak with you about our open positions in Stamford,
CT. 20 HRS A WEEK AT S12/HR.
CALL CAROL BELL AT 203 9617000
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Signs of Life...
A Halloween Nightmare
Jodi DiGregorio
Campus Life Editor
Most people enjoy being scared on Halloween. Horror movies, haunted houses, and
tricks usually provide the treat
of feeling frightened. This Halloween, my roommates and I
had a big scare. Unfortunately, it
was no trick. Our house was
robbed.
It happened some time
between 3 a.m. and 6 a.m. I know
I locked the front and back doors
of my townhouse. I always check
the doors. But for some reason,
the back door was open. Maybe
I didn't shut it all the way, and
the wind blew it open. Maybe
the robbers picked the lock. I
really don't know, and it really
doesn't matter. Someone was
able to enter our house.
Three
of
my
housemates had guests, so there
were eight people staying in our
house that night. Seven people
slept upstairs, and one guest slept
downstairs on the couch. Around
3 a.m., Jema, one of our guests,
went to sleep on the couch. She
left her jeans and her sweater on
the floor next to the couch.
Throughout the night, she heard
people walking around our living room. She didn't think anything of it because our upstairs
bathroom was out of order and
anyone needing the bathroom
had to use the one downstairs.
She didn't think there was any
need to look up and see who was
walking around. It was probably
better that she didn't see the rob-

bers. Who knows what they
could have done to her.
At approximately
6:30 am, my housemate
Kathleen came downstairs to
find the back door wide open.
Somewhat groggy, she went
over and shut the door. I doubt
that the thought of being
robbed even
crossed her ^^"^^"^
mind. Things
6V
like that usually
don't happen at
Fairfield University. This is
such a safe
campus.
It wasn't
until later that
morning that
the possibility
of being robbed
came up. Another one of my
housemates,
—
Lisa, couldn't
find her purse. She looked everywhere for it. I even checked
in the refrigerator. It disappeared. But no one was ready
to admit that we had been
robbed. We all felt that something like that couldn't happen to us. Not here. But it did.
When Jema got up to
help us look for the missing
purse, she noticed her jeans
(which had $50 and a drivers
license in the back pocket)
were not on the floor where
she left them. She checked our
bedrooms, the bathrooms,
even the closets. No jeans. It
was all coming together now.

We were definitely robbed.
Lisa called the bank and
put a freeze on her accounts.
Jema didn't have to do much,
since it was cash that was stolen.
We reported the incident to security, but didn't request that
they send anyone up to our house
to take a look.

Everyone in the house was
questioned and reports were
taken. We even suggested that
they dust for fingerprints.
"That's only on TV girls," the
police officer said.
When I mentioned
that I knew I had locked the
door that night, one of the security offic!=?^== ers said that
even thought
the door is in
lock position
and might
seem like it is
shut, it isn't.
Due to
the changing
weather, the
doors on the
townhouses
have a tendency not to
lock in place
^^^^^^^^ when shut,
and can be
pushed open or blown open by
the wind. Even though this explanation did not take away the
fact that we had been robbed, it
did take away the sense of personal guilt that we felt.
After everyone left,
we all sat in silence. It was like
something had hit us square in
the face, and we never saw it
coming. We were angry at ourselves for not being more careful, at the university for not
installing better locks, and at
the people who entered our
house without our permission.
Once the shock and
the anger of being robbed wore

They took our sense of
trust, our belief in the honesty of others, and our sense
of security. My housemates
and I no longer feel safe in
our own home."
Not until we noticed
Kathleen's stereo missing. When
we saw the empty space in the
bookshelf, we realized what effort these people must have made
to steal from us. The wires of the
stereo were taped to the bookshelf, so not only did the tape
have to come off, but the entire
bookshelf had to be moved in
order to unplug it. And all of this
was done while one of our friends
was asleep on the couch.
We called Security
right away, and they were at our
house in five minutes. They
called the Fairfield Police, who
also arrived within five minutes.

off, my housemates and I realized
that things could have been much
worse. Although we have no proof,
we think that two or more males
broke into our house. Jema, sleeping soundly on the couch, could
have been raped. If she or anyone
else had walked in on the thieves,
that person could have been attacked.
No one was harmed. Our personal
possessions might be gone forever,
but they are only material things.
They can be replaced. Friends cannot be replaced.
So, our stuff is gone. A
stereo, a purse, a pair of jeans, and
money. All gone. But that's not all
the robbers took. They took our sense
of trust, our belief in the honesty of
others, and our sense of security.
My housemates and I no longer feel
safe in our own home. Every time a
door creaks, we pick up our heads to
see if anyone is in the house. We
pushed the couch in front of the
back door so no one can get in. We
even bought a motion detector that
acts like an alarm system.
I hate being scared. I hate
walking into my house and checking to see if anyone is hiding in the
basement or the closet. Each and
every student here at Fairfield University might say, "This won't happen to me." Well, my friends and I
didn't think it could happen to us,
either. But it did. Unfortunately, we
have lost trust in our fellow students. We have lost trust in almost
anyone we don't know. We are
scared.
Please, don't leave your
doors open at night. It only takes
five minutes for someone to come in
and rip you off or worse.

From around
•the world
;-»-- -..-,."

Sarah Redman
Contributing Writer
They come from Hong
Kong, Holland, Germany, and
dozens of other countries. They
are strangers in a strange land,
and their presence helps provide
diversity to Fairfield's white,
middle class student culture.
Fairfield's 104 international students, who come from
various places around the globe,
are eager to experience living on
their own in a new country. They
have many of the same expectations of other American college
freshmen, but are aware of many
cultural differences.
To many international
students the biggest culture shock
is the amount of partying and

drinking on American college
campuses. Erwin Eichhorn, of
Naaldwijk, Holland, who is at
Fairfield for a semester, finds
American students to be immature. Eichhorn is enjoying
his time here and finds the
people at Fairfield friendly but
says, "The United States has
too many rules, and at home it
is seen as a very negative thing
to be drunk."
Teresa Cheng, from
Hong Kong, is at Fairfield for
a year. She said, "Students
seldom drink or smoke in
Hong Kong. Smoking is not a
good thing, and getting drunk
is not a good thing, either."
Cheng lives in a
small apartmentin Hong King.
The townhouse where she lives

now is much larger than her
home. "It is a luxury to live in the
townhouses and have so much
space," she said. In Cheng's
country, most students commute
to the universities from their
homes, as they still live with
their families.
Many students come to
Fairfield in hopes of increasing
their knowledge for their international business major.
Eichhorn
and
Xaver
Tomaszweski, a student from
Germany, were recruited to come
to Fairfield and study international business. They have found
their classes to be interesting and
are enjoying Fairfield.
Since Father Laurence
O'Neil, S.J., director of Student
Support Services, took overthree

years ago, the program for international students has grown
tremendously. The first year
there were only ten students,
now there are 104. "Our name
is getting around," O'Neil said.
Many of the different
departments as well as faculty
members on campus have
made ties with the universities
abroad. Fairfield has begun to
recruit from all over the world.
O'Neil gives students bicycles
to get around and offers many
social opportunities for international students to meet others from their native countries.
The educational system in Europe, however, is
much different than that here
in the United States. In Germany and Holland, the gov-

ernment believes that everyone
should be educated. Most schools
have small minimal fees.
Tomaszewski pays $ 100 per semester and Eichhorn pays $1000 per
year.
Many of the international
students find that the program
Fairfield offers is very good. There
are trips to Washington, D.C. and
New York. There is a club for international students, as well as an international soccer team. The
Fairfield University Student Association, FUSA, has established a
representative position for the international students.
"I want to become independent while I am so far from my
family," Cheng said. I want to experience living on my own. I hope to
see as much of the United States as
I can."
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A Renaissance experience in New York
^

The Metropolitan Museum of ArtLast year over five million people
visited the Metropolitan Museum of Art.
Fairfield University was a strong contributor to this number with the university' s
students, faculty, and alumni utilizing the
world class exhibitions, permanent collections, and learning resources. Fairfield
University has a strong relationship with
the Met. The art history faculty has held
highly coveted fellowships and research
grants at the museum. Fairfield University presently houses the Metropolitan
Museum of Art cast collection. The collection is on long term loan for study
purposes.
On Sept. 23, Fairfield University began the Open Visions Forum with
a lecture by the director of the museum,
Philippe de Montebello. Montebello was
invited to lecture about the museum and
its future. Now, he extends an even greater
invitation to Fairfield University.
The Drawings ofFilippino Lippi
and His Circle is currently on exhibition
at the Met. This is an extraordinary display of Renaissance art in the United
States.
Lippi was the son of the Italian
painter and scandalous Carmelite monk,
Fra Filippo Lippi, and a nun. He belonged
to the period of artistic development and
Humanist inspiration of the late
Quattrocento Florence. Lippi first apprenticed in his father's studio, helping him
with such notable projects as the murals in
the choir of Spoleto Cathedral. He then
assisted Botticelli, who, in turn, had also
been his father's apprentice.
The first major exhibition of the
work of Lippi, which opened on Oct. 28,
brings together 117 drawings, of which
more than 80 are by Lippi, and includes

examples by Sandro Botticelli, Piero
di Cosimo, Raphael, and other artists
in his circle in Florence. At the time of
his death, Lippi had become one of the
most popular and respected painters in
Italy. As seen in the exhibition, his
work shows remarkable stylistic variety and invention.
The technical brilliance of
Lippi as a draftsman is illustrated in the
show with drawings in a variety of
media, from small pen-and-ink composition sketches to metalpoint studies
of figures on vibrant color grounds.

Early works such as Head of a Young Woman
and Head of a Young Woman in a Cap with
Downcast Eyes reveal Lippi's swift mastery
of the metalpoint and also manifest the lasting stylistic influence of Lippi's father and
Botticelli.
According to George R. Goldner,
curator of the exhibition, "Filippino Lippi is
the only major artist of this period with
enough surviving work for a serious drawings exhibition, with the exception of
Leonardo. The drawings were chosen not
only for their historical significance but for
their aesthetic beauty."

selves in this manner? Maria Trunzo
'98 believes that smoking during one' s
college years is a time limited habit.
She said, "I do not foresee myself
lighting up a cigarette when I know
that I have
children to
worry about, I
want to be
around
to
watch
my
own children
grow
into
adulthood."
Some students believe
that smoking
is a social
habit, much
like drinking.
D e i rd re
Walker '98
said, "I find myself smoking more
when I am with a large group of people
who are smoking." She continues,
"Drinking also increases the number
of cigarettes I smoke. Nothing goes

better with a beer than a cigarette."
Apparently the view held by Walker
is shared by many other students here at
Fairfield. Looking around a local bar like the
Seagrape, one can notice the number of social smokers. It seems as though
everyone either has a cigarette lit is
talking
to
someone who
is smoking or
is holding a
pack of cigarettes themselves. Anne
Bollinger'98,
said, "When I
5)
am holding a
beer with one
hand,
my
other hand
gets bored. Besides that, I think that makes
me look pretty cool."
Contrary to Bollinger's belief, Scott
Alberti said "Smoking does not make a girl
look cool or especially attractive."

■

Kerri Kivlan
Staff writer

Walking around campus each
day, one cannot help but notice the many
smokers congregating outside of every
classroom building. They race out of class
just to light up and get that quick cigarette
in before their next class begins. From the
amount of cigarette butts scattered on the
ground, smoking is becoming one of
Fairfield's favorite pastimes.
There was once a time when the
"typical smoker" could be easily described.
But these days it seems as though everyone is doing it. Even varsity athletes can
be caught enjoying a cigarette at times.
What is this sudden increase in smoking
on campus? Betsy Vallone '98 said, "I
cannot imagine needing a cigarette so
badly that I have to stand in front of a
classroom building just to get in that extra
puff."
Fairfield students are supposedly
educated and knowledgeable young
people, then why are they harming them-

"When I am holding a
beer with one hand, my
other hand gets bored, besides that, I think that
smoking makes me look
pretty cool.'

The exhibition will be running
until Jan. 11, 1998, in the Galleries for
Drawings, Prints, and Photographs at the
Metropolitan Museum of Art. Since
Fairfield University is in such close proximity to the museum, students might want
to consider taking advantage of this Renaissance experience. For more information, call Harold Holzer or Deborah Roldan
at (212) 570-3951.

Megan McDonald '98 has observed, during her past fours years at
Fairfield, that the number of her friends
who smoke has risen. She said, "It seems
as though people who were once strongly
against smoking, who didn't even want to
be around smoke, are now smoking themselves."
*Lynn Andriani '98 is one, of these
people. She said, "I used to think smoking
was a disgusting habit, but now that I am
a senior, I find myself smoking cigarettes
with my friends, especially when I drink."
It appears that there are many contrasting views regarding smokers at Fairfield.
Many of the smokers interviewed realized
that smoking is a gross habit. However,
the general consensus seems to be that
smoking is a time-limited addiction, enhanced by frequent drinking and partying
on the weekends. Anne Marie Spota '98
said, "I know smoking is bad for me, but
I don't want to hear complaints from nonsmokers. If I want to smoke, it is my own
business and no one has a right to tell me
what to do with my life."
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Eating disorders: image vs. reality
Cori Martindale
Staff Writer

Every day as televisions are
turned on and magazines are opened,
unrealistic images of thin, "perfect"
women are seen. Society has set physical
standards of how a woman should look
that are almost impossible to reach. These
standards have driven women to finding
dangerous ways of trying to attain what
society considers "beautiful." These dangerous attempts often leave women struggling with an eating disorder.
Two of the most recognized eating disorders that affect people, women
in particular, are anorexia nervosa and
bulimia. Anorexia nervosa is an eating
disorder and psychological disorder
which leads to the deaths of about one
thousand women a year. The initial goal
of a person suffering from anorexia is to
diet and to lose weight. The dieting eventually becomes obsessive and the individual uses starvation as a control over
the fear they have of their body image.
There is no definite cause of
anorexia, yet, it is believed that demands
from relationships and society may cause
the disorder. Individuals with anorexia
often hide the disorder through denial
and secrecy, making it difficult for others
to realize that a problem exists. Significant weight loss is often the major signal
that someone may be anorexic. There are
many other danger signals including fear
of weight gain, preoccupation with food
and calories, compulsive exercising, and
dieting in isolation.
There are four steps in diagnosing anorexia. A diagnosed anorexic refuses to maintain a normal body weight,
has an intense fear of becoming fat, has a
distorted self perception, and is ignorant
of the weight they have lost. Anorexia

has many negative effects on an individual. Slow heart rate, low blood pressure, loss of hair, loss of muscle tissue, and
altered brain functioning are only a few of
the medical complications caused by anorexia. Eating disorders affect a person emo-

anorexia. All areas of life are affected by
the disorder.
Fairfield University offers several programs for those who suffer from
an eating disorder. The Counseling Center, located next to the Health Center in

m

'Society sends distorted messages
to women concerning their physical appearances. It sends messages
that women should be extremely
thin in order to be considered beautiful."
a£_
tionally as well as physically. Families are
disrupted, schooling is interrupted, careers
are damaged, and relationships are destroyed.
The eating disorder, bulimia, affects 5% of college women in the United
States. Bulimia involves the process of
binging and purging. The individual eats
a large amount of food and experiences a
loss of control. Afterwards the person feels
guilt and shame because of this and uses
self-induced vomiting or abuses laxatives
to counteract the results of binge-eating.
About 90% of individuals who suffer from
bulimia are women. There are many danger signs associated with bulimia. Uncontrollable eating, purging, preoccupation
with body weight, depression, mood
swings, dental problems, and personal or
family problems with drugs or alcohol are
all aspects of a person who is a bulimic.
The individual affects of bulimia are similar to those of someone suffering from

Dolan Commons, provides free and
confidential counseling sessions and
gives advice to those who suspect that a
friend of theirs is afflicted with an eating
disorder. Elsie Harrison, M.S., C.A.G.S.,
L.M.F.T., a counselor at the center, explained what to do when you fear that
someone you know may be suffering
from an eating disorder.
"It's important to comment on
the other aspects of the person instead of
paying so much attention towards looks,"
Harrison said. "A loving approach should
be used in confronting the person along
with factual examples to support the
belief that a disorder exists."
Harrison also suggests that confrontations involving large groups of
people be avoided so that there isn't a
sense that someone is being "attacked."
Also, it is important to realize that the
person being confronted is most likely
denying they have a problem and will

' react with anger and avoidance. The Counseling Center has contacts with the Health
Center, nutritionists and psychotherapists
within the Fairfield area, and with the
Wilkins Center, which specializes in the
treatment of eating disorders, to provide
any Fairfield University student with the
help he/she needs in treating the disorder.
Harrison agrees with the idea
that society plays a major role in women
developing a distorted body image. She
noted that the average model is 5' 11"
weighing 110 lbs., while the average
woman is 5'4" weighing 145 lbs. Only
5% of the women who fit the measurements of a model are naturally built that
way. The-other 95% find other means of
attaining the specified weight.
The movie industry, fashion industry, magazines, and television, send
distorted messages to women concerning
their physical appearances. They send
messages that women should be extremely
thin in order to be considered beautiful. In
today's society, 80% often year old girls
have already been on a diet in hopes of
losing weight.
The diet industry grosses over
33 billion dollars a year although only 2%
of women who begin a fad diet actually
keep the weight they have lost off for a
certain period of time. Society's view of
beauty has dramatically changed over the
years. The emphasis has changed from
inner beauty to outer beauty and pressure
for women to be thin has increased.
Elise Harrison and Susan Birge,
directors of the Counseling Center, are
here at Fairfield to help anyone with an
eating disorder. Anorexia and bulimia
can be treated and Fairfield offers plenty
of support and guidance for those who are
seeking help. For more information contact Elise Harrison at the Counseling
Center at x 2146.

COSO student leaders of
the month
Kimberly Holmes

photo: COSO

Kimberly Holmes, president of
the College Bowl Club and secretary of
the Commuter Club, is one of two Council
of Student Organizations student leaders
of the month. The College Bowl Club has
had a busy semester, planning the college
bowl tournament, which took place in the
Levee on Nov. 3 and 4. Over 35 students
on nine teams participated in the tournament. Holmes has been working to organize this event, hoping to get a team to go
to the regional tournament at Massachusetts Institute of Technology, to "represent Fairfield University."

The Commuter Club had a busy
week for the first week of October, with
events for commuters happening each day
of the week. Holmes helped the other club
officers to pull off the week which included a dance in the Levee, a luncheon,
and a trip to Prospect House on Sunday.
"All commuters are automatically club
members," Holmes said. "We are an organizing board to get notice out and plan
events for commuters. The commuter students are an integral part of campus." Many
thanks to Holmes for her enthusiasm and
dedication to both clubs.

Bianca Alicea
Bianca Alicea, president of the
Spanish and American Latino Student
Association, SALSA, is one of two
council of student organizations student leaders of the month. SALSA has
had a very successful semester so far.
Their activities this semester have included a party to celebrate Spanish Heritage Month, a lecture by Elizabeth
Capifali regarding the relationship between AH AN A students and EuropeanAmerican professors, and the annual
buffet on Oct. 2 with guest speaker
Ruth Glasser who spoke about Puerto

photo: COSO

Pvican musicians. Other recent events
include Latin Fest '97 as well as a trip to
New York City. Many thanks to Alicea
for her dedication to making SALSA an
integral part of the Fairfield University
community.

For more information, call COSO vice
president Scott
DePetris at x2685.
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Laundry card readers: good or bad?
John O'Dea
Staff Writer
Doing laundry has always been
a hassle, but that hassle has taken on a
whole new meaning this year at Fairfield
University. In a brilliant move, the University had card reading mechanisms
added to the laundry machines so that it is
now impossible to use quarters to do the
laundry. Instead, the washers and dryers
deduct money from a pre-purchased card.
The way that the system works is you
have to buy a card and add money to it in
order to operate the washers and dryers on
campus. If this is an advancement, I truly
fail to see the advantages.
This new system seems to. be
nothing more than a waste. It seems that
the advantages of a card are greatly overshadowed by the disadvantages. The new
laundry cards have done nothing to make
doing laundry any easier.
There are only two spots on
campus where cards can be purchased
and money can be added to the card: in the
Campus Center and in Loyola Hall. To
add money to your card, you must insert
the card and then put money in the machine. You cannot use singles to add to
your card, you must use at least a five
dollar bill or higher.
This system is not ideal for college students. During the summer break,
students were sent information about buy-

ing a card for $60 or $80. The card was
free if you took advantage of these deals.
Unfortunately, not everyone was able to
shell out that kind of money in the beginning of the year. Other expenses took
priority such as books and other supplies.
Those who did not have the money to

in the wash. It is much easier to scrounge
around for a few quarters than for a five
dollar bill.
Another flaw in the card system is that many students do not do their
laundry regularly. Many students can
go home to do the wash from time to

"1

'In a brillliant move, the University
had card reading mechanisms added to
the laundry machines...
If this is an advancement, I truly
fail to see the advantages."

purchase cards ahead of time are forced to
buy a card for five dollars. This card has
no value and you have to add money to the
new card before you can start anything.
Having to spend five dollars for
something that is of no use makes very
little sense. So does the fact that you
cannot add money to the card one dollar at
a time. I, along with many other college
students, do not have five dollars to throw

time. It would be foolish for them to
spend $60 on a card if they will never
use it.
Brian McLane, '00, said, "I
don't think it is beneficial for the students who don' t do laundry on a regular
basis. I've only done my laundry once
at school this year and it cost ten bucks
to do it."
The fact that there are only

two machines on campus where we can add
money to the card also makes very little
sense. At the time this article was written
the machine in the Campus Center was
broken. If the machine in Loyola were also
out of commission, it would be impossible
to do laundry if you didn't already have
money on your card.
If the school truly wanted to make
doing the laundry easier, it would have had
working coin machines in all of the laundry
rooms on campus. That way, we would be
able to spend what money we needed when
we needed to without spending more than
necessary.
Mac Gray, the company which distributes the cards and which installed the
devices on the machines, tried to sell their
cards in the beginning of the year by saying
that, even if you don't spend all of the
money this year, you can use it next year.
That logic fails when many students move
to the beach and will not use the campus
machines. It also fails when applied to
seniors who are still on campus. If they do
not spend all of the money on their card this
year, it will be a waste.
I don't think that the school thought
this through when it made a deal with Mac
Gray.
I doubt the administration has to
worry about its washing machines. They
have, once again, made a foolish decision.
Unfortunately, they are not the ones who
will have to deal with their mistake. We are.

FREE Crash Course!
Self Defense, Street Awareness &
Sexual Assault Prevention
Especially For The Women Of Fairfield University

ITJie University of Bridgeport in celebration
of its 70th Anniversary and in support of the Arts
invites all area students, families and alumni

Sergeant Mike Rinaldi, Monroe Police Dept.,
a self defense expert, is coming to campus to
teach you how to...
•A Protect yourself in a threatening situation like
walking to your car on campus late at night.
•ft Conduct simple techniques to defend yourself against
an attack.
•A Be more aware of your surroundings and trust your
instinct.
•ft Put a stop to a sexual assault.
•ft Identify everyday items in your purse to defend yourself.

to a special production of

with the
Henry Street Opera Company of New York City
As a gift to the community the University is offering specially
reduced ticket prices so everyone will have the opportunity to attend.

7:00 PM - 9:00 PM
The Oak Room
November 12,1997
7:00 PM - 8:30 PM: Lecture & Demonstration
8:30 PM - 9:00 PM: Coffee & Dessert Reception

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 21 at 12:00 NOON
matinee performance, with an educational
lecture during intermission.

FREE Admission!
Seating is limited, RSVP to reserve your place by
calling x2355 today.

featuring an Anniversary Reception with refreshments.

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 22 at 7:30 PM

Ticket prices $5 for Students, $10 for General Admission
For Tickets and Information call (203) 576-4530

Don't Be A Victim Of Assault:
Learn How To Protect Yourself & Be Safe.

Mertens Theater at the Arnold Bernhard Center
University of Bridgeport

Organized and sponsored by the Fairfield University Alumni Association Alumnae Forum Committee
1927-1997
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From the Editor's
Desk...
Are we safe? I'll be honest and say that once I am
inside these gates I feel that I am safe. However, after this
weekend, I'm not really sure.
Monday night I was sitting in the Mirror office, when
one of the section editors informed me that her to w n h ouse was
robbed. Later, one of my friends came home and I asked him
if he had heard about the townhouse burglaries. Not only had
he heard about the burglaries, but he too was a victim; his
housemates VCR was stolen.
After I left the Mirror office, I returned to my
townhouse to see the neon green security buUetin reminding
us to lock our doors and report anything suspicious. While
reading this reminder, I couldn't help but think that both of
the burglarized houses were locked.
What can we do? Henry Humphreys, director of
Residence Life, asks us to make sure that both our front and
back doors lock. If these locks don't function, call the office
of Residence Life immediately. Additionally, Security advises us to lock our doors and ground floor windows as well.
You should be aware that both of these incidents
occured between one and five a.m. on Nov. 1. There was no
forced entry and all of the residents were asleep. Security is
still investigating both cases. There are now more patrols on
campus during the evening hours. There have been no leads
as to whether or not the burglar was a Fairfield student.
Questions have been raised by students as to whether
the stolen merchandise was moved off campus. Others want
to know if the hole in the wall, located where the new houses
are being constructed on North Benson Rd., has allowed a car
to illegally travel onto campus.
No matter what, lock your doors and protect the
place you live in. Robberies have occured at the beach and in
the residence halls as well. If you have been the victim of a
robbery and have not reported it yet, please contact security
immediately at ext. 4090.
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Town resident on RTM elections
To the Editor:
As a lifelong resident
of Fairfield, Fairfield has had a
prominent position in my life.
My father and I are alumni of
Fairfield Prep and Fairfield University. I have a favorable outlook towards the University on
issues affecting the town.
However, the editorial
in the Oct. 30 Mirror gave me
enough concern that I must rebut as a Fairfield alumnus, a
Fairfield taxpayer, a parent with
three children in the school system, and as a local business
owner, I know this will not be
published until after the election but offer it as food for
thought.
The town faces many
politically hot issues - the
RecPlex, High School expansion, taxes, increasing the tax
base, and Open Space to name a
few.
To support four students for four of the five RTM
slots because, "if you don't vote,
you are sealing the fate of
Fairfield University students'
relationship with the town" is
an affront to every citizen in
District 4 who pays taxes to
support the whole town government, who has children in the

school system, and whose property values are a major component of their estate.
To citizens of this town
who have put their money where
their mouth is to have four candidates with no attachment to
the town other than a temporary
address to be supported by groups
of students in similar circumstances and even have free transportation provided to the polls
for eight hours is unfair.
Will these candidates
be around to experience the results of their votes? Are they
involved in day-to-day issues in
town? Their names are not
prominent in the Citizen's or
Minuteman's reporting of political issues. What is their motivation to run for office other
than to protect the Clam Jam or
improve their resume?
Are they committed to
an educated opinion on non-University issues or follow the party
line blindly?
I don's make an issue
of a student's right to vote, which
is unquestionable, but question
the ethics of their candidacy.
When I went to Fairfield, morality and ethics were an important
part of the program.
I have a son in college
and my wife and I advised him to

vote by absentee ballot in his
home town election. We didn't
tell him how to vote but to vote
where he knew the issues, the
candidates, and where his vote
would impact his family and
his own long-term concerns. I
would be interested to know the
candidates' own hometowns,
their plans for the future, and
where they will be this summer.
If the attitude that "the
town can unite against us, it is
time for us to unite together as
students" is pervasive on campus and it becomes public
knowledge, I am afraid your
fears will be realized. The usagainst-them mentality can
only lead to polarization. I know
I am reappraising my opinion.
I strongly encourage
students to be politically active
in their hometown and national
arena where they know the issues and have a vested interest.
I am afraid enthusiastic new
voters can be manipulated by
political parties for the parties'
benefit, not the town's. The
right to vote doesn't make it
right to vote.
Sincerely,
John T. Kristy

Editor's note: See
response on p. 12

Student defends Cipriano
To the Editor:
While walking through
campus it is impossible for one
not to notice the publicity and
advertising for campus events
hung all over. What a great
concept to catch someone's eyes
through effective advertising!
When signs are hung
to bash people, however, that is
when the concept of creatively
informing the student body is
taken away.
You know who you
are. Let me be the first to say
that you have not embarrassed
anyone but yourselves! Did you
realize that, when you attempted
to insult the FUSA president,
you insulted the student body at
Fairfield?
It is the student body
that elected Chris Cipriano to
the position.
On behalf on my fellow Stags, I extend our thanks
for the respect that you have
shown us. Respect: what an
appropriate word when it comes
to this issue.

Chris Cipriano has thus
far proven to be a successful
president and I take my hat off to
him. Do you realize what it is
like to be FUSA president? I
don't, but I have an idea.
The FUSA president
does not start his campaign for
the students in September when
they walk through the door. In
fact, he began this mission last
year during the second semester.
Not only did he and his
cabinet work very hard until the
last day of classes, but Chris,
along with his VP of Student
Activities, Tracy Hollywood,
spent their summer on campus
planning the year for us, the students.
Chris and FUSA have
continued to show their loyalty
and hard work to the students
throughout the year. Remember
that, while Chris is in the office
until the early morning hours
working for us, he still manages
time to be a student.
In addition to his FUSA
presidency, Chris has just fin-

ished his term on the Fairfield
RTM. Chris, along with Jim
O'Connor, represented the students on the Town Council for
the past two years. Having just
finished their term under the Republican party, Chris has decided to endorse the new Republican candidates running for
RTM.
Didn't Ronald Reagan
endorse George Bush? I see
nothing wrong with what Chris
has done. I feel that it is the
general consensus among the
students that resignation is not
an option. What a ridiculous
idea.
Kudos to Chris on such
a productive year! As far as the
RTM election goes, let us not
lose sight of our goal. We are all
students and we just want to be
heard. Let us work together,
rather than against each other!

Sincerely,
Nicholas Segretario, '99

Editorial/Commentary
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Our mascot: What does it say about us?
Christine Hamel
Editor-in-Chief
Fairfield University has spent
thousands of dollars on recreating its image. Let's take a look at our image, our
mascot. The picture accompanying this
story is from the Pep Rally. Obviously,
our mascot has not received a fresh fall
look.
From a distance, our mascot's
uniform looks fine. It's when you get
within sight of it, you see the problem.
The Stag's antlers are attached with masking tape. At least if they are taped, paint
them so you can't see the tape. One antler
came off last year at a home game. The •
other antler was coming off at the MAAC

Championship at the Pepsi Arena in
Albany two years ago. After seeing
the mascot at the Pep Rally, the mouth
was hanging on by a thread, and hooves
are missing. It was still like that at
Midnight Madness. Is this the image
we want our mascot to project? .
The Athletic Department
owns the Stag costume. Perhaps, they
should spend some money and put it
toward a new mascot uniform. Some
students think that the reason we don't
have a new costume is because last
year we received a new Athletic logo.
We are "no longer the deer caught in
the headlights," therefore our mascot
uniform should not reflect that. If this
is the case, we still need a new costume.

Our teams have won numerous
MAAC Championships, look at how they
are being represented. The HAM Channel' s
pig costume is in better shape, granted it is
not that old but it presents a better image
than our Stag. It is a shame that we cannot
have our teams and school represented by a
decent costume. I am sure that the other
schools in the MAAC do not neglect the
appearance of their mascot as we continually do.
If we want our school to become
more athletic, it's time that we start with the
mascot outfit. Let's face it, Boston College
and Villanova do not let their mascots parade around in pathetic costumes. It's about
time that we get the respect that we deserve,
but how can we get respect when we look
like we're falling apart at the seams.

photo: B. Kelly
Our mascot, the Stag.

Library committee on
Arab periodical thefts
To the Editor:
Three times in the last eight
months, The Link, a periodical that
Nyselius Library has received for over
twenty years, and which features many
articles that cover Middle Eastern affairs
from Palestinian and Arab perspectives,
has been stolen from the Library shelves.
On each occasion the thief or
thieves have not only taken the current
and back issues for the entire year, but
have torn the title label off the shelf. The
thoroughness and repetition of these thefts
strongly suggest an idealogical motivation.
After each theft the publishers
of The Link have graciously provided
Nyselius Library with replacements, and
will continue to do so should these thefts
continue. The Nyselius Library staff are
currently keeping a set at the circulation
desk in addition to the one on the desig-

nated shelf.
The theft of any library materials is of grave concern since it limits the
availability of materials to the University
community. This repeated and targeted
theft is particularly outrageous because it
runs counter to Fairfield University's
mission and is a violation of free expression.
The Faculty Library committee
condemns these thefts. We would ask for
the support of students, faculty, staff, and
administration as we endeavor to prevent
further acts of vandalism.
William M. Abbott, Chair
James Estrada
Philip A. Greiner
Ingeborg E. Haug
Martha S. LoMonaco
Eugene T. Murphy
Gary H. Weddle
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Student questions
Cipriano's endorsement
To the Editor:
I have never really been involved in political issues, and never
considered myself to have a "political
mind." Yet, I find it unethical that
Chris Cipriano, FUSA President and
representative of the WHOLE student
body, took it upon himself to endorse
the Republican Candidates running for
RTM. I have no quarries with the
candidates and hope they all do well in
the election. I realize the election is
over, but as a representative of the
whole student body, Chris should not
choose to support one half of the students running. I realize that Chris is a
republican and wanted to support his
peers running for RTM, and that he is
a past member of RTM. Yet, he is
presently FUSA president and that is
not a hat that can be so easily removed.
Whether the view of RTM
representatives are Democratic, Republican, or Independent will hardly
affect the outcome of University related issues. If the issue of Clam Jam
was to come up again, would the opinions really differ for any of the students on RTM? I highly doubt it. The
opinions of the student(s) on RTM

would be. similar if not the same, despite party affiliation. The point is petty
and sounds like an excuse on Chris'
part, to try to get people to vote for his
friends.
I want to let Chris and future
presidents of FUSA know that the student body is watching them and that
they are representing all of us not just
the Republicans or the Democrats or
any other division, groups, that can be
thought of. They represent ALL OF
US. When making decisions on issues;
such as whom to endorse for RTM it
would not hurt to support all in the hope
that there is some student representative on the RTM, be it one, two, or three.
There is no guarantee that any members
of the Fairfield University student population will be elected to RTM. It would
be a loss to the .Fairfield University
community; all 3,000 plus members,
and the community of Fairfield that we
live in if no one from the University is
elected to RTM.
Sincerely,
Lisa Moriarty '98
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Student questions Security's
job description
To the Editor:
Two weeks ago a
freshman student, "Joe," developed a sporadic pain in his
upper abdomen. At first reluctant, he was eventually persuaded by a friend to call the
infirmary at 2 a.m.
After a brief conversation with the nurse, it was
recommended that Joe proceed
to the health center for a precautionary examination. He
and two friends, one of whom
resides in Jogues, the other in
Kostka with Joe, departed from
the Orient on foot.
A quarter of the way
there, with Joe almost doubled
over in abdominal discomfort,
two security guards were spotted in conversation - one straddling a bike and the other relaxing in his cruiser. The trio
approached the officers in hope
of transportation to Dolan but
were ignored.
. Only when it became
apparent that Joe and his accompaniment would not disappear did the executors of justice pay them attention. Joe's
Kostkonian friend carefully explained the situation, to which

the officer in the car tastefully
retorted, "If he's sick what are
you two for?"
This barrage of sarcastic wit continued, resulting in
the freshman from Jogues walking home (a half-mile in the
darkness) by herself, while Joe
and his dorm-mate were reluctantly shuttled to the health center.
The pleasant driver
made no attempt at conversation but to condescendingly ask,
"Why don't you just be straight
with me and say you live in
Dolan and don't feel like walking?"
Joe answered the in-'
quiry with silence, wanting neither to speak or be spoken to by
the caustic officer. Upon arrival at the infirmary, Joe and
his companion were told by the
patrolman that he would "... wait
until the 'examination' was over
and drive you back to your
dorm."
When the night nurse
greeted Joe at the door and bid
him welcome, his surprised and
rather chagrined chauffer sped
away.

The job description of
the security force of Fairfield
University obviously involves
providing and ensuring the protection of the entire population
of Fairfield University, including its students (without whom
security would scarcely be
needed).
The safety of the young
woman from Jogues was not
assured; in fact it was outright
neglected by those paid to provide an unthreatening environment. Possibly the officers were
engaged in a discussion of great
consequence, or maybe they
were simply trying to drum up a
little business for their colleagues.
Whatever the case,
these officers disregarded their
duty, and may have created an
atmosphere in which future students in need will be hesitant to
ask for help. One can only hope
that in a world of rapes,
muggings and murders, the security officers' aforementioned
action- or lack thereof- is the
exception, ahd not the norm.
Sincerely,
Mark McGunagle, '01

An "unfortunate" look at
trick-or-treating
Paul Alexander
Staff Writer
As usual, I didn't plan
ahead for Halloween so I wound
up at the party store on Black
Rock Turnpike looking for a
costume on Halloween.
I was unsuccessful in
my search but I couldn't leave
the store empty-handed so I
bought a bag of Reese's Peanut
Butter cups on the way out.
While I was driving past the
elementary school on North
Benson Road, I was stopped by
the crossing guard.
I sat there wondering
what I could do to avoid being a
pirate for yet another Halloween when I saw a group of elementary school kids walking
by in their Halloween costumes.
I reminisced about
Halloween in elementary school
and how my friends and I used
to dress up and wait all day to be
let out of school so we could go
trick or treating. •
In the midst of my
flashback I opened the passenger side window of my car and

began to toss peanut butter cups
to children on the sidewalk.
They all began to cheer as the
collected the peanut butter cups
that were flying in their direction.
I was the hero to these
children for only a brief second because the crossing guard
saw what I was doing she began to yell, "Kids! Don't eat
that candy. Don't eat it until
your parents check it."
I was a little insulted
because I know I didn't poison the candy or anything but
I didn't get upset until I heard
the crossing guard yell to the
kids to get my plate number.
That was it. I was furious. I screamed at the crossing guard "Hey lady, it's Halloween if you haven't noticed
it."
I drove by her with a
bad taste in my mouth, but
then I remembered the story
that my sister and her friends
always used to tell me on Halloween.
I don't remember
how the story began, but it
always ended up with someone throwing an apple against

the wall and a razor blade coming out of it. I always doubted
the truth of this story.
It was most likely told
because they wanted to scare me
into giving up my candy but the
point is that unsavory people
exist in our society and sometimes they harm children.
Our parents have told
us about them and the crossing
guard was right to warn the children about taking the candy from
me because I was and still am a
stranger to them.
It's unfortunate that all
these things are true. It's unfortunate that even when someone
tries to do something nice society has been trained to think of
them as evil.
People live in fear in
order to protect themselves and
they teach this to their children.
To fear everything and to trust
no one is how children are being
raised today.
It's unfortunate that
this is the best way to protect
children from the evils of society. As for that crossing guard,
why don' t you get my plate number yourself next time instead of
asking the kids to do it for you.
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Fairfield resident &
student responds to
Kristy's letter
To the Editor, this is a response
to the letter written by Mr. John
Kristy.
Mr. Kristy,
I was a little upset when
your letter came into the Mirror
office. I understand this election is important to you because
you have children in the school
system and are a small business
owner. What you don't understand is that it is important to us,
the students at Fairfield University, because we live here too. It
is our right to be represented on
the RTM. What bothers me is
that you don't realize that this
town'sissuesaffectus. Fairfield
University isn't some small island nation segregated from the
town of Fairfield, rather we are
a part of it, we are part of the
community.
How can you say that a
temporary address is the only
attachment we have to this town?
For four very important years,
this is our home. For 10 or more
months out of the year, we live
here, work here, volunteer here,
and shop here. Just like the
other residents of the town of
Fairfield, we put our money
where our mouths are - why
should we be discriminated
against because we are college
students? You have a very biased opinion of us and I take
offense to that. I will have you
know that I follow town politics
very closely because, for the
past ten years, the town of
Fairfield has been my hometown.
I always kept an eye
on politics when I was in high
school, but it wasn't until I got
here that I started to pay attention, because it was here at
Fairfield U. where I felt the strongest presence of the town government. We, as students, are
very aware of the world and
issues around us. When I lived
on campus, I chose to vote in
district four because that was
where I lived and that was the
place that had the most impact
on my life. In the recent past,
this town has tried to pass laws
with the sole intent of violating
our civil rights. If we were not
represented on the RTM, we
would have fallen victim to a

serious witch hunt.
We are just as much a
part of this community as anyone else. We have the right to
run for office. Mr. Kristy, it is
your right to not vote for any
candidate if that is the way that
you feel. As for the issue of the
bus, the Fairfield University
Student Association provides
transporation for students to
polling places as a service because there is a non-existant
mass transportation system in
this town and many students do
not have cars. Funds for this
come out of our tuition dollars.
I would like to take a moment to
mention that tuition money also
goes to pay for the bus that
takes students to town to spend
their money and help boost
Fairfield's economy. How can
you say it is "unfair" that we
have adequate access to our
polling place when it is our right
to vote. If I am not mistaken,
there is a similar type of shuttle
for the elderly in town.
If you believe that all
we ever think about is Clam
Jam and our resumes, I feel
very sorry for you. It is that
kind of narrowmindedness that
is the root of the troubles in
town/student relations. All of
us in District 4 are members of
the same community. I just
find it ironic that as much of a
nuissance as we supposedly are,
when property owners of District 4 go to sell their homes, at
the top of the advertisement in
bold letters, "University Area"
appears as the main selling point
as a sign of prestige. That
doesn't sound like there is a
great fear that the University
will cause a drop in property
values to me. If anyone has the
"us against them" attitude, it is
you, Mr. Kristy. We are not
some naive children who can as
you say, "be manipulated by
political parties for the parties
benefit not the towns." The
student body is made up of educated young adults. We are not
the enemy, we are your neighbors and we would appreciate
you not telling us what to do
with our right to vote.
Sincerely,
Adriana Maguire '98

All submissions are
due to the Mirror by
Sunday at 6 p.m. to
Box AA; the office; or
you can e-mail us at
Miiror@fair1 .fairfield.edu!
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The Devil's Advocate" lures Keanu Reeves
into doing the devil's work
Francis "Frano'' McCabe
Staff Writer
In the recently released Warner
Brother's film, "The Devil's Advocate,"
Keanu Reeves plays a brilliant young
lawyer who is tricked into doing the
devil's work. Kevin Lomax (Keanu
Reeves) is a successful Florida trial lawyer. He has not lost a case in 64 trials. He
is married to a beautiful, loving wife
named Mary Ann (Charlize Theron), and
has a good relationship with his religious
mother (Judith Ivey). Kevin's life, as we
know it, is perfect - too perfect.
One day Lomax is in court defending a child molester when he learns
his client's guilt. Lomax is faced with a
decision to drop the case or to attack the
victim to convince the jury to believe that
his slimy client is innocent. Lomax
chooses the latter and he wins, despite
his knowledge of his client's guilt.
After the case, Lomax is visited
by an attorney from New York City
(Ruben Santiago-Hudson) who explains
that a powerful firm in New York has
been watching his progress and would
like to personally meet with him.
Though Lomax's mother objects, he and his wife decide to go.to New
York, where he is treated lavishly . Both
Lomax and his wife are impressed at the
outstanding luxury that life in the Big
Apple offers to the wealthy.
Lomax is asked to be a consultant on the selection of a jury for a very
important case. Lomax's talent comes
through and the firm wins the case. John
Milton (Al Pacino) is the founder and

head of the powerful firm: Milton,
Chadwick and Waters. Milton personally
recruits Lomax, and offers him a home,
an unbeatable salary, and a position with
power that is unsurpassable.
Lomax and his wife are in awe of
the beautiful apartment and the powerful
leaders at the firm parties. He immediately sign up with the firm.
Life quickly changes for Lomax.
His goals change and he becomes obsessed with victory. Mary Ann starts to
realize that all is not what it appears to be
in this life of luxury. She starts to experi-

jumps into a case of a wealthy real
estate developer (Craig T. Nelson) accused of three brutal murders. For the
glory of the victory, Lomax ignores his
own suspicions that his client may be
guilty.
His world starts to crumble
when the managing partner (Jeffrey
Jones) is murdered, and his wife Mary
Ann becomes terrified about losing
her sanity.
Lomax's mother come to
New York and warns him that not
everything is not as it seems. Milton

Overall, I thought that this was
a well done fibn. The acting of Reeves
and the always brilliant Pacino were the
best parts of the film. In my opinion, this
is Keanu Reeves' best film to date. The
confrontation between Lomax and Milton
at the end is the highlight of the film.
There is a tremendous amount of symbolism in this film, the most obvious
being John Milton (of Paradise Lost
fame).
There is a great deal of art that
plays an important, yet freaky role to the
film. It is for these reasons I recommend
that "The Devil's Advocate" be seen in a
theater. The plot moves rapidly and the
shockers liven the mood. The twist at the
end leaves viewers wondering.
Wondering about the rating? I
give it FP for full price. Check out "The
Devil's Advocate."

FPsworth

ence unexplainable and improbable
events. But her husband will hear nothing of it and continues to work the gruelling 100 hour week that-his high class
law firms demand.
Milton's charismatic personality leads Lomax on, so much that he

oman

reminds Lomax that life is full of
possibilities to those who are not afraid.
Yet, Lomax is becoming afraid that he
has lost his heaven on earth and is
entering another dimension- Hell. The
welcome wagon to Hell is driven by
John Milton.
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now What Vou Di
Summer" nut a thril
Jim Keegan
Staff Writer

The creators of "Scream" have
tried once again to scare movie audiences. This time they were almost as
successful. "I Know What You Did
Last Summer" uses a fresh, young cast,
which is new to the big screen. For the
most part these actors do a great job.
All of the
main characters are
believable in all their
emotions. The only
deviance from excellence came from
some of the supporting characters. I enjoyed watching as
the teenagers got
into trouble in their
last summer before
going to college.
They were forced to
face a situation that
required quick decisions that, had they
told the truth, could have gotten them
into legal trouble.
They accidentally ran someone over with their car and they disposed of a dead body. The following
summer they came home from school
and were stalked by someone who witnessed what they did the summer before.
The movie uses a lot of the
standard horror movie characteristics.
There is a lot of eerie music that helps
build the suspense. The killer's face is
hidden until the end. " Many of the
scenes are dark and every corner has
shadows so you can't see what is in
there. Despite the use of the "formula"
that usually makes for a good horror
movie, this movie was not scary the

Kristen Sullivan
A & E Editor
Come and knock on my doorI'm watching "Three's Company," too.
If you're awake at 4:30 a.m.
weeknights, then you probably are
watching "Three's Company" on Fox
channel 61, (locally channel 21). The
70s trio are back in reruns, which is
enough to give any TV fan insomnia.
Great episodes are featured
nightly with everything from Jack's
innumerable girlfriends, to Chrissy's
gaffes, and Janet's adventures at the
Floral Shop.
There is never a dull night in
the trio's apartment. How could it be,
since there's always someone stopping by-Mr. and Mrs. Roper, Larry,
Lana, Ralph Furle, and even Greedy
Gretchen.
Sure, Jack has to pretend that
he's gay, so that the landlords will let
him live with two girls, but let's face itJack is quite a gigolo. With Lana and
Greedy Gretchen, among others, stopping by; it's difficult for Jack to juggle
everything. He's in quite a predicament- living with Chrissy and Janet,
going to cooking school, and working
as a cook for Mr. Angelino. Jack would
never have the time to devote his atten-

entire time.
There were many times that I
was able to tell nothing was going to
happen. Other times I knew something
was going to happen, but I just couldn't
tell when. The suspense doesn't run all
the way through the entire movie. I was
not scared, the whole time, but there
were, however, a few great scenes which
put me on the edge of my seat.
The end of
the movie gives the
story line a nice
twist. Sojustwhen
you think you know
who did it, you are
told it was somebody else. That is
another sign of a
good horror movie.
I really enjoyed "I Know
What You Did Last
Summer."
I thought it
was scary enough
to increase your
heart rate, but I left the theatre without a
sense of total fright. If I go to a horror
movie I want to leave still scared from
what I just saw. This movie did not do
that. I recommend seeing this movie
during the day when it is cheaper. It is
a movie I think people will enjoy, but it
is not the best of scary movies. I'm
going to give "I Know What You Did
Last Summer" an MA.

FP-worth Full Price
Matinee
HV=wait for home

video
DB=Don't Bother

tion to any one woman or any particular
job. That's why he's always getting himself into trouble.
If you're in trouble though,
there's no better place to unwind than the
Reagle Beagle. Where else can you play
dartsj mingle with the locals and always
find your friends? Aside from "Friends'"
Central Perk, the Reagle Beagle is the TV
place to be.
Fairfield students may hit the
Grape or the Levee, but nothing truly
compares to the Reagle Beagle. At the
Beagle, Larry, Jack, and the girls have an
"in" with the bartenders and based on the
amount of business that the Beagle has,
it's definitely a California hotspot.
The hotspots make "Three's
Company" complete. Without Jack's
Bistro, the floral shop, the Reagle Beagle,
and the apartments in the complex, the
show probably wouldn't have found the
success that it did.
"Three's Company" debuted in
1977 and ran until 1984, producing 175
episodes. During those years, the show
was always in the top ten and for five
seasons, it was in the number two and
three positions.
The cast changed over the years,
but Jack, Janet, and Larry were the constants. Chrissy left after a few seasons

utri
Kristen Sullivan
A & E Editor
Coffee is a very serious issue to a
lot of people, especially college students. If
you don't want to mess around trying different places in search of the right brew,
then look no further than P.
Gordon Coffee Roasters.
Located on Post
Road, you're likely to miss
this place or not even know
that it's there. P. Gordon
Coffee Roasters is hidden
away next to an intersection, where most people are
probably concentrating on
traffic, rather than coffee. If you're driving
into Fairfield from Southport, you will spot
P. Gordon
Coffee
Roasters
s trai gh t
ahead, but
for access
from the
University,
you will find
the coffee
house in the
vicinity of
Rawley's
and
Avellino's.
Here's a
hint-You've
gone to far if you've passed Dairy Queen.
Once you've arrived at P. Gordon
Coffee Roasters, the choices are tempting
and the surroundings are inviting. The selections include the P. Gordon Coffee
Roaster's special blends, available in regular, decaf, Kenya decaf, Hazelnut,
Cappuccino, Espresso, herbal teas, and hot
chocolate.
The desserts are savory, with everything from cookies and muffins to Oreo
cookie cake.

only to be replaced by her wacky cousin,
Cindy. The Cindy arrangement was really
not a good idea, because no one could
replace Chrissy. Having Chrissy's quirky
characteristics manifest in Cindy was odd.
Consequently, Cindy's stint was
brief. Terri Alden joined the cast and a new
magic evolved. The trio was different, but
the old feelings were back. Terri had just
enough idiosyncrasies to fill the show's
need for the eccentric, without competing
for the spot that Chrissy once occupied.
Yet, all good things must come to

Come and knock on our
door!
Come and knock on our
door!
We've been waiting for
you!
We've been waiting for
you!
Where the kisses are hers
and hers and his. Three's
Company too!
Come and dance on our
floor!

Consider joining the coffee
club, after buying eight cups, you get
one free. Just pick up a punch card and
show it every time you buy a hot beverage.
Don't just take your treats to
go. Enjoy the ambiance and sit down
in the adjoining room
to read the newspaper, ■
catch up on some work
or people watch. The
red room features
steaming coffee cups
painted on the walls and
t-shirts and artwork
decorate the coffee
nook. The sixties music gives the feeling of being in a hip
coffee house that you feel you must
have
read
about
or peril ap s
seenin
movies.
The P.
Gordon
Coffee
Roasters is
open
daily from 7 a.m. to 10 p.m. Why not
break away from the coffee norm and
sample something a little different and
a little better?

The P. Gordon
Coffee Roasters
1740 Post Road
Fairfield 254-2034
Open daily 7 am - 10pm

and end in life and TV land. In the end,
Terri moves to Hawaii, Janet gets married, and Jack moves in with Vicky and
the spin off "Three's a Crowd" is established. The Ropers even try a spin off,
creatively named "The Ropers," but
both shows eventually are cancelled
and find themselves in Nick at Night's
rerun heaven.
So, if you're feeling nostalgic
for the 70s or just looking for a quirky
sitcom about three friends-, tune into
"Three's Company "-they'11 be waiting
for you.

Come and dance on our
floor!
Take a step that is new!
Take a step that is new!
With a loveable space
that needs your face,
Three's Company too!
Down and out at our
rendevous!
Down and out at our
rendevous!
Three's Company too!
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Nell Bateman
Co-Assistant A&E Editor
The Seagrape is that establishment on the comer of Fairfield
Beach and Reef Roads that beach residents know perhaps a little too well.
The convenience is hard to beat but
when I was there the other day sitting
on my usual stool, drinking the same
drinks and watching the same people
come in and out, I yearned for a change
of scenery. "There has to be other and
even better bars in the area," I thought
to myself. It was at that point when I
initiated the bar crawl to find the change
I was looking for.
Southport Brewing Company
2600 Post Rd. Southport
The crawl began with a posse
of six at 3 p.m. on Saturday at the
Southport Brewing Company. It was
the mere beginning of what we knew
was going to be a long day, so we
decided to have a bite to eat. SBC's
menu boasts a wide selection ranging
from salads and sandwiches to pizza
and seafood platters. The lunch was
absolutely divine and I highly recommend the Grist Cobb Salad. They
brew over 15 of their own beers including the "Bitter Commuter,"
"Fairfield Red," and "Big Head
Brewnette," a seasonal brew of which
we sampled several pitchers. But time
was of the essence, and it was time to
move on down the road.
The Driftwood Lounge
1612 Post Rd. Fairfield
With a new member on our
squad, we were ready to embark unto
the unknown - that place next to the
bagel store, that place we pass on our
way to Larkin's, that place we never
dared to enter where the red neon light
beams: Driftwood Lounge. The 50year-old men crowd was hard to warm
up to at first, but they soon learned to
love our crawl crew. I befriended a

regular, Neil, and between him and
George, the bartender, I was given
several other suggestions of where to
check out the local bar scene. "You
want local color? Go across the way
to Al's Place," George said to me.
"Ask for this guy," he said as he jotted
down a name, "and have a drink on
me," he continued and gave me a
token which read "good for one drink
at Al's Place." We recruited Neil to
come along with us, and just when we
thought it couldn' t get any sketchier...

had to continue. We made our way to the
Ash Creek Saloon, where the southwestern
flair lightened our spirits. The bar is in a
separate room from the restaurant, but food
such as soups (the black bean is delicious)*
sandwiches, salads, and desserts like the
Absolute Saloonacy can be served in either
area. Two new members joined us and we
soon forgot our ousted experience at that
dreadful dive. We were a happy family
again, as we sampled some of the eight
beers on draft that the Ash Creek has to
offer. It was at this point when we met
Vinnie. The leather-clad, bike-wheeling,

"I yearned for a change of scenery. 'There has
to be other and even better bars in the area,'
I thought to myself. It was at that point when
I initiated the bar crawl to find the change I
was looking for.',»
Al's Place
1801 Post Rd. Fairfield
Equipped with my free drink
token, I felt confident going into Al' s.
We had Neil on our side, I had the
piece of paper with the name George
had given me, and although we lost
two members, our group was still
strong. I thought we were a sure
thing. But as we entered the dark and
depressing bar, a couple of unshaven
men grunted in our general direction.
As if we had "Go Stags Go!" written
on our foreheads. It was clear we
were not locals and therefore not
wanted here. The bartender wouldn't
serve us a drink because we had outof-state ids, and with heavy hearts, we
left Al's Place.
Ash Creek Saloon
93 Post Rd. Bridgeport
Morale was low. We wanted
to return to our beloved Driftwood, a
place we felt welcome, but the crawl

tattoo-covered, Ozzy-loving Hell's Angel
who sparked conversation with us, and
bought us a few drinks. He went into great
detail about his life as a motorcycle man,
including his rare and adoring affinity with
his bike. "I don't care who you are, but you
knock over my bike, I'll knock your teeth
out," Vinnie said. A connoisseur on the
industry, he explained the intricate aspects
of cycling, and offered a $700 Yamaha if
anyone was interested. We don't know
why, but we liked him. He told us to go to
the Avenue.
The Avenue
3425 Fairfield Ave. Bridgeport
Freshman year nostalgia rushed
through my head when I entered the old
Kelly's, now The Avenue. In place of
Kelly's sludge that you could never get off
your shoes is a nice green carpet, and where
karaoke and DJs used to be set up is now an
array of tables for causal dining. The semicircle bar is still the same, but the clientele

X

sitting around it is much different.
The atmosphere wasn't up to par for
the crew, and we were in no mood at
this point for another Al's Place. We
did say our hellos to Vinnie and his
friend Ben, and they both promised to
"sit and bull" with us at our next stop,
appropriately called...
Sit 'N Bull
2800 Fairfield Ave.
Bridgeport
If I were not with seven other
people, including a guy the size of a
moose, I wouldn't have walked into
this place. But like the Driftwood, it
was a pleasant surprise and crushed
our preconceptions. The two pool
tables were the highlight of this bar as
Chrissy, the bartender, provided us
with cheap pitchers of Bud. My partner and I tried to hustle Vinnie and
Ben in a game, but they knew what
they were doing. There was still one
place to go.
The Horseshoe
355PequotAve. Southport
The crew had dwindled down
to an all time low, but I'm glad I made
it to this final destination because the
Horseshoe was my favorite bar (hands
down) in the entire crawl. With its
appropriately horseshoe-shaped bar,
this neighborhood pub attracts all
walks of life. The Fraser family owns
this bar, which celebrated its 40th
anniversary last March. Tan vinyl
booths populate the place, and pub
food like burgers, sandwiches, and
pizza are served. All the horseshoes
that line the border of the place are
pointed up to supposedly keep the
good luck in.
The crawl ended late in the
evening, and I decided to go for a last
beer where this whole idea literally
brewed in my mind- the Grape. Same
stool, drink, and people, but this time
we added Vinnie to the crowd: it added
that extra touch of new scenery I was
looking for. Just please don't touch
his bike.

Area Theaters
Midgeport
wcase
339-7171
Fairfield Cinemas
-7151

wmmmmmmw mtimmwm §§@ss§§
m *- *>o mmsakmmwum BOTTLES
TUES THRU SUN OPEN FOR LUNCH
COLLEGE LUNCH SPECIALS
IN AND OUT IN 20 MIN OR
IT IS FREE PRICES START AT 3.00
DINNER SPECIALS 4.00 AND UP
WE HAVE DIRECT TV FOR SPORTS
PLACE A TOGO ORDER 254-2669

Fairfield
Community
255-6555
Milford Showcase
878-5600
Trumbull Marquis
365-6500
Westport Fine Arts
227-33245
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Want to find a good threesome?
The John Pizzorelli Trio fulfill their dreams
Brian Kelly
Staff Writer
Many times in life people enter
the work force, but do not really get to do
what they want to do. Therefore, as one
quarter of the student population prepares
to graduate, there is some of the perennial
trepidation of going into the wide world
of the job hunt. We are bothered by the
stories of people who are bored with or
even hate their jobs. But on Dec. 6 at the
Palace Theatre, you have the chance to
see the John Pizzarelli Trio, three men
who are living their dream.
For the past seven years, the
John Pizzarelli Trio has entertained audiences with their renditions of old jazz
standards, as well as their original tunes.
Signed to RCA since the beginning, they
have toured globally, making new fans
and friends along the way.
It has been a long way to travel
since they began playing their instruments
in their teenage years in New Jersey. The
lineup is comprised of John Pizzarelli
(guitar and vocals), his brother Martin
(bass), and Ray Kennedy (piano). They
have a traditional sound, with Martin playing a stand-up bass, and John being frequently compared to Harry Connick Jr,
albeit with a much more amicable personality.
Of course, as with any band that
contains siblings, the question arises,
"How does it feel to be the non-family
member?" John, the more vocal of the
brothers answers, "The dynamic works
because Ray is like a family member.
He's got a brother who plays the bass. It's
such a similar situation - his father's a
musician (the Pizzarelli's father, Bucky,
is an acclaimed jazz guitarist), and he

listened to a lot of the same music we
listened to growing up.
So when Ray joined the group
five years ago, it was like having another
brother in the band.
"In some ways, he's like a father
to the whole band and it has always worked

States from Brazil. Now they are preparing to set off to Japan (where John
was elected the best male vocalist, third
only to Sinatra and Torme according to
the nation's top magazines).
Their upcoming show on Dec.
6 will feature a local symphony and

The John Pizzarelli Trio
because I'll think too fast and he's always
able to slow me down and say, 'Wait a sec,
what maybe you should do is that' and
sometimes I think a little bit ahead and say
'maybe we'll go this way' and he'll say,
'Great idea.' It's like a student car with
two steering wheels and he (motions to
Martin) rides great in the back seat."
Lately, the band has been occupied in interesting ways. Their seventh
album, "Our Love is Here to Stay," came
out in April. They have been on an international tour, having just reentered the

Photo: Brian Kelly

songs from "Our Love" that have not
been performed yet on the road. This
will not be the first time that the band has
worked with an orchestra. Also for the
holiday season, they will release "Let's
Share Christmas".
"It comes out every year," John
said. "But this is the first year that
they've had the time; last year it came
out a little late in the season, but this year
it's going to happen during all of the
(seasonal) hype."
The new release was recorded

over the course of a couple of weeks, half
of which was done in L. A. "It was hard,"
recalled John, "the hardest we've done."
It features a number of guest
musicians and arrangers, as well as some
orchestras from both coasts, plus one from
Paris on Silent Night. By comparison,
Our Love took only three days including
retakes and overdubs.
"The hardest thing on jazz records
is to play an eight bar solo," said John.
"The thing is not to worry about saying so
much. Try not to speak so much. Or, as we
say, just get base hits - we don't need any
home runs. This has been his philosophy,
which has gotten him through all seven
albums.
"It's a good body of work because there's a couple of big band records,
there's some small group records, and
there's a record of new songs - we did an
album called New Standards, which has a
lot of different material on it. We're trying
to mix if up (we do) mostly standard
material, and there's a lot of the stuff
we've also written in the style of standards," said Pizzarelli.
The band would also like to see
big concert halls like Lincoln Center "mix
it up."
"I don't think enough of the different styles of jazz are presented," said
John. "I don't think they get all of the
styles. They don't reach out enough. Those
are the kinds of things there are subscriptions to, and a lot of people who don't
normally listen to jazz go to see. And that
is where jazz makes its presentation."
Ray chimes in, "My favorite
quote we get around the world is, "We
don't listen to jazz, but we like what you
do."

FUSA

Programmin
at the Levee...
Friday, Nov. 7
Douglas Leader
Orchestra at 9 p.m.

ASA students dance in celebration of Cultural Awareness week. See
story, page 3.
Photo: Brian Kelly

Saturday, Nov. 8
Brian Torff and
Thunderstick at
lO p.m.
Latin Fest '97, sponsored by SALSA, took place Tuesday in the Campus
Center lobby.
Photo: Brian Kelly
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Dear Students,
The FUSA evaluation of the faculty is placed in this week's issue as a courtesy to students planning for the
upcoming registration (Good luck!).

Question#l - The teacher challenged
me intellectually and/or artistically.
1- Not available
2- Strongly Disagree
3- Disagree
4-Agree
5-Strongly Agree

Question # 3 - Rate the
workload

Question #2 - The teacher conveyed enthusiasm for the subject.

1- lightest
2 - fairly light
3- medium
4-fairly heavy
5- heavy

1- Not available
2- Strongly Disagree
3- Disagree
4-Agree
5-Strongly Agree

Course

Professor

Abnormal Psych
Ad Inter: Fam Tpy/Fam I'gen Rel
Adolescent in Literature
Advanced Accounting
Advanced Accounting
Advanced Electrical Project
Advanced Engineering Materials
Advanced Engineering Math
Advanced Machine Design
AdvVisual Programming Visual Basic
American Society
American Society
Applied Calculus II
Applied Calculus II
Applied Calculus II
Applied Calculus II
Applied Financial Management
Art & Architecture-Ancient Egypt
Artificial Intelligence
Auditing
Auditing
Autobiography
Basic French II
Basic French II
Basic Russian II
Basic Spanish
Biological Basis of Behavior
Birth of Postmodern World
Birth of the PostModern World
Bus Software: Access Database
Business of Journalism
Business Statistics
Business Statistics
Business Statistics
Business Strategy Global Env
Business Strategy Global Environment
Business Strategy Global Environment
Business Strategy Global Environment
Business Writing
Calculus II
Calculus III
Calculus IV Physic / Engineering
Calculus Revisited II
Career Planning
Career-Oriented Spanish
Chemical Analysis
Chemistry II Inorganic/Organic
Circuit Analysis 1
Clinical Teaching II
College Algebra & Trigonometry
Color Design
Comedy
Communication Systems
Computer Aided Circuit Analysis
Computer Aided Drafting
Computer Programming
Computer Programming 1 (C)

Primavera, Judith
Strong, Leslie
Rinaldi, Jacqueli
Bradford, Bruce
Bradford, Bruce
Botosani, Paul
Wojna, Robert
Dlugos, Daniel
Dubrow, Alan
Ramachandran, Rama
Schlichting, Kurt
Kamerman, Jack
Sawin, Stephen
Wong, Maurice
Lang, George
Weiss, Joan
Tucker, Michael
Pischikova, Elena
Spoerri, Peter
Caster, Paul
Caster, Paul
O'Driscoll, Sally
Sourieau, Marie
Erotopoulos, Zoe
Feifer, Tatanya
Burke, Eleanaor
Salafia, Ronald W.
Davis, Paul
Davis, Paul
Lewis, Seth
Mulvoy, Mark
Blau, Shawn
Blau, Shawn
Weiss, Jesse
Scheraga, Carl
Jensen, Oscar
Jensen, Oscar
Lee, Patrick
Sullivan, Michele
Langanke, Ralph
David, John
Wong, Maurice
Schwartz, Anne
Keenan, James
Panico, Marie
MacDonald, John
Kugel, Robert
Hye, Abdul
DeignAn, Margaret
Castelot, William
Hardy, Robert
Regan, Richard
Denenberg, Jeffrey
Elias, Norman
Medalis, William
Ramsey, Mark
Ramsey, Mark

1

2

0
4.5
0 13
0
0
0 5.9
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0 6.7
0
0
3.4
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0 37
0
0
6.7
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
16
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
4
0
0 5.9
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0 7.7
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

3_
0
6.7
8.3
11
0
0
0
0
0
0
4.3
0
4.2
13
11
3.4
0
0
11
4.3
20
13
0
0
25
0
6.7
4
0
0
0
16
6.1
0
15
18
0
0
0
0
0
10
4
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Question #3

Question #2

Question #1

4_

5_

50 45
80
0
75 16
64 17
57 42
##
0
##
0
15 84
57 42
28 71
69 26
66 33
58 37
66 13
77 11
62
31
82 17
28 71
44 44
73 21
0
80
63 23
50 50
11
88
37
0
50 50
66 20
68 28
42 57
75 25
50 50
84
0
69 24
50 33
63 21
72 9.1
85 14
77 22
46 53
57 43
66 33
70 20
60 32
64 29
15 84
77 22
28
71
88 11
20 80
30 61
12 87
45 55
0 ##
0
##
0 ##
50 50
40 60

1

2

0
0
0
0
0 4.2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
5.9 5.9
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
6.7
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0 7.7
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

3.
18
6.7
8.3
5.9
0
0
0
0
0
0
4.3
0
0
13
0
0
11
0
11
0
0
0
0
0
12
0
0
4
0
0
0
8
3
33
0
0
14
0
0
0
16
0
8
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

5_

1

36 45
86 6.7
75 12
52 41
57 42
50 50
75 25
38 61
28 71
0 ##
39 56
50 50
38 61
46 40
57 42
31
69
64 11
0 ##
44 44
47 52
60 40
70 30
33 66
0 ##
50 37
0 ##
53 40
48 48
28 71
75 25
27 73
80 12
45 51
66
0
31
68
45 54
57 28
55 44
46 53
33 66
50 33
30 70
64 28
52 47
7.7 92
55 44
64 35
66 33
50 50
30 61
0 ##
10 90
0 ##
50 50
0 ##
50 50
70 30

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
7.7
0
0
0
0
0
6.7
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
12
0
0
0
7
0
4
0
3
11
15
9.1
14
0
0
0
0
0
0
17
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

4

2

3_

4

0 47 47
0 20 20
0 33 45
52
0 41
0 14 71
0 ##
0
0 75 25
0
0 7.7
0
0 57
0 57 28
0 33 66
0 55 44
34
3.8 61
13 46 33
33 55 11
3.6 39 42
0 47 52
0 14 71
0 44 44
0 8.7 65
0
0
0
0 33 53
0
0 60
0 33 33
25 37 25
16 16 66
6.7 20 40
4.2 33 58
0
0 53
0
50 50
34 50 7.4
44 48
8
21
36 33
44 27 27
21
47 10
54 27
9.1
14 28 42
5.6 38 44
0 38 61
14 42 42
0 83
0
11
55 33
4 56 36
17 52 11
7.7 38 38
0 ##
0
42
21
7.1
11
33 55
0 10 50
0 25 50
0 12 50
10 30 55
0 50 25
0 33 66
0
0
0
0 16 83
0 20 60

5
4,8
60
20
5.9
14
0
0
84
42
14
0
0
0
0
0
14
0
14
11
26
##
13
40
33
0
0
33
4.2
40
0
4
0
6.1
0
5.2
0
0
11
0
0
16
0
4
0
15
0
28
0
40
25
37
5
25
0
##
0
20
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O'Neil, Edward
Spoerri, Peter
Demichiell, Robert
Chaudhuri, Arjun
Chaudhuri, Arjun
Chaudhuri, Arjun
Webster, Robert
Panico, Marie
Garcia-Devesa, Consuelo
Rierden, Andi
Halm, Ben
Zigarelli, Michael
Day-Hollander, Terisa
Day-Hollander, Terisa
Mussio, Thomas
Bennetts, Debra
Kenney, Roselie
Tyler, Richard
Lee, Patrick
Sanders, Anthony
Bridgford, Kim
Geller, Daniel
Lang, George
Moore, Susan
Moore, Susan
Dickens, Bernard
Banks, Linda
DeFranco, Joseph
Chambers, Randolph
Thurberg, Fred
Botosani, Paul
Pizzo, Clement
Govil, Pradeep
Kisseadoo, Samuel
Abbott, William
Newton, Victor
Hunter, David
Savage, James
Medalis, William
McEvoy, Sharlene
McEvoy, Sharlene
Reddy, Albert
Shiras, Natalie
Marie-Daly, Bernice
Umansky, Ellen
Haug, Ingeborg
Johns, Helene
Johns, Helene
Martin, Anna
Martin, Anne
Martin, Anna
Martin, Anna
Lane, Phillip
Poli, Patricia
Feigin, Leon
Preli, Rona
Wallace, Brian
Hoffman, Harvey
Newton, Victor
Beal, Jack
Haegel, Nancy
Chambers, Beth
O'Connell, Edmond
Boggio, Joseph
Rakowitz, Susan
Rodrigues, Rose
Jensen, Oscar
Scheraga, Carl
Scheraga, Carl
Kimball, Kathleen
Nessel, Judith
Anekwe, Clement
Hodgkinson, Virginia
Swergold, Jane
Kisseadoo, Samuel
Earls, Christine
Konov, Patricia
Dew, Edward
Zigarelli, Michael
Zigarelli, Michael
Haug, Ingeborg
Metchick, Robert
Earls, Richard

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
10
0
3.7
0
4.4 11
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0 6.7
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0 16
0
0
0
0
0
0
0 7.1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0 10
0
0
0
0
0 22
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0 12
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0 3.1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0 3.6
0
3.6
0
0
0
0

0 60
0 50
0 42
6.5 67
0 78
8 48
7.7 53
6.3 31
6.7 46
0 64
0
0
0 30
0 50
0 63
0 44
0 70
0 63
13 53
3.3 68
0 45
5.9 17
25 75
0 87
0 33
20 66
0 33
18 36
0 28
0 68
4.3 60
0 ##•
0 80
0 66
0 ##
0 28
0 92
0 83
0 50
0 75
0
0
0 71
0 65
0 36
0
0
0 40
0 60
0 8.3
0 33
0 66
22 59
0 70
25 50
4.5 45
22 48
0
0
0 35
0 70
0 33
0 92
0 50
0 20
6.3 68
5.4 51
8 32
18 27
11
66
18 50
0 62
0 54
0 62
0
0
0 50
0 41
0 45
12 75
5.6 44
4 80
0 64
0 33
0 53
0 60
66 16
0 81

Question #3

Question #2

Question #1
Computer Programming II
Computer Programming II
Computing Impact on Work&Life
Consumer Behavior
Consumer Behavior
Consumer Behavior
Cont French II
Cont Spanish II
Cont Spanish II
Contemp Journalism
Contemporary Drama
Contemporary Issues in Management
Contemporary Issues in Mgmt .
Contemprylssues-Cult&Diversity
Continuing Italian II
Corporate Communication
Cost Accounting
Creating a Competitive Environ
Creating a Competitive Environ
Creative Writing
Creative Writing:Poetry
Curr &Meth in Mental Retard
Data Structures
Dev-Reading Secondary School
Dev. Reading - Secondary School
Digital Communications Systems
Drawing and Presentation
Dynamics
Ecology
Ecology and Society
Electrical Laboratory
Electrical Machine Analysis
Electronic Engineering
Elements of Macrobiology
Empire to Commonwealth
Energy and Enviroment
Energy Systems ME Lab II
Engineering Economics
Engineering Graphics - CAD I
Environmental Law & Policy
Environmental Law & Policy
Epic Hero
Ethics of Health Care
Ethics/Feminist Perspective
Faith after the Holocaust
Fam Therapy Pre-Practicum
Federal Income Taxation II
Federal Income Taxation II
Financial Management
Financial Management
Financial Management
Financial Management
Financial Markets & Institution
Financial Statmnt Alays & Comm
Finite Element Analysis I
Found/Marital & Fam Therapy
Freelance Journalism
Fund of Electro Magnetic Field
Gen Physics II
Gen Physics II
Gen Physics Life Hlth Sci II
General Biology II
General Chemistry II
General Inorganic Chemistry II
General Psych
General Sociology
Global Comp Strategy
Global Env of Business
Global Environment of Business
Grammar and Composition
Guid: Prog Proced
Heat Transfer
Histology
History of Furniture II
Horticulture
Human Anatomy and Physio
Human Behavior Through Lit
Human Condition in Latin America
Human Resource Strategies
Human Resource Strategies
Human Sexuality/Sexual Dysfun
Humn Resrce Ping & Comp Sys
Implementing Database Server Oracle
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40
50
57
25
21
44
38
62
46
35
##
69
50
36
55
20
33
17
27
54
76
0
12
66
6.7
66
45
71
31
34
0
20
33
0
71
7.1
0
50
25
##
21
34
63
##
60
40
91
66
33
18
20
25
50
7.4
##
64
30
66
7.7
50
80
25
43
60
54
22
31
37
45
25
##
50
58
54
9.4
50
16
35
66
42
35
16
18

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0 2.2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0 10
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
7.1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
4.2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
3.6
3.6
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0 3.8
0 9.1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0 12
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

40 20
25 50
0 42
0 22
0 5.3
0 36
0 53
0 18
6.7 33
0 23
0
0
0 8.7
0
0
0 26
0 22
0 50
0 66
13 62
4.9 31
0 27
0 11
25 62
0 62
0 50
0 66
0 66
0 8.3
0 57
0 13
0 30
0 ##
0 40
0 50
50 40
0
0
0 64
0 83
0 50
0 50
0
0
0 50
0 17
0 15
0
0
0 16
0 40
0 25
11
0
0 66
4.3 78
0 70
25
0
0 13
14 64
0 50
5.9 29
0 30
0
0
7.7 76
0 33
0
5
0 56
5.4 45
3.8 61
45
9.1
0 11
0 37
0 8.3
0
0
0 37
0
0
0 20
8.3 16
0 18
0 41
0 21
8 32
0 50
0 22
0 14
0 42
0 83
0 72

40
25
57
77
94
64
46
81
60
76
##
91
##
73
77
50
33
22
63
72
88
12
37
50
33
33
91
42
86
69
0
60
50
0
##
35
16
50
50
##
42
82
84
##
79
60
75
88
33
17
30
75
86
14
50
64
70
##
15
66
95
43
48
30
36
88
62
91
##
50
##
80
75
81
58
78
60
50
77
85
57
16
27

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
4.3
0
0
0
0
0
4.7
3.3
0
0
0
0
20
0
0
8.3
0
0
0
0
0
16
0
14
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
7.1
20
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
10
5.9
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0 20
12 25
0 38
3.3 76
5.3 47
8 36
0 76
0 18
0 33
7.1
14
0 40
8.7 65
0 33
0 47
11
11
20
0
7.4 7.4
4.7 32
3.3 53
54
9.1
0 25
0 50
0 12
0
0
6.7 66
0 66
16 25
0 28
10 33
27 31
##
0
25 25
0
0
10 80
0
0
7.1
78
0 50
0 33
0 50
0 ##
14 28
4.3 26
11
44
0
0
0 33
0
0
0 8.3
0
0
0 50
8.7 39
0 11
0
0
0 31
3.6 14
0
0
7.1
14
20 40
0 50
7.7 69
0 54
0 36
12 43
10 32
4.2 12
10 10
17 41
0 35
0 41
0 36
0 12
0 75
0 10
0 16
0 36
10 73
6.3 18
0 70
0 21
11
66
14 50
3.8 50
0
0
0 20

20
50
38
20
47
40
15
62
60
64
60
17
66
36
44
80
48
41
33
18
43
37
62
60
20
33
50
71
47
36
0
50
66
0
57
14
33
33
25
0
35
56
33
##
45
25
25
25
41
39
66
##
54
46
50
57
20
50
15
45
47
18
40
29
30
29
57
54
54
75
25
70
33
63
13
31
29
64
22
35
38
60
30

60
12
23
0
0
16
7.7
18
6.7
14
0
4.3
0
15
33
0
37
16
6.7
18
31
12
25
20
6.7
0
0
0
9
4.5
0
0
16
10
28
0
16
33
25
0
21
13
11
0
20
75
66
75
8.3
13
22
0
13
35
50
14,3
0
0
7.7
0
15
25
16
54
40
5.9
7.1
4.2
9.1
12
0
20
50
0
3.3
43
0
14
0
0
7.7
40
50
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Souza, Mark
Demichiell, Robert
Tauro, Angela
Mulvey, Irene
Hardy, Robert
Hardy, Robert
Peck, Milo
Peck, Milo
Poli, Patricia
Poli, Patricia
Poli, Patricia
Sourieau, Marie
Kuepper, Hedwige
Sourieau, Marie
Erotopoulos, Zoe
Feifer, Tatyana
Lopez, Paula
Chepaitis, Elia
Tavis, Anna
Mohan, Krishna
Guelakis, William
Guelakis, William
Schiller,Jerome
Krenisky, John
Lewis, Seth
Martin, Keith R.
Tellis, Winston
Krenisky, John
LaCroce, Joseph
Elder, John
Raulerson, Wayne
Monaco, Nina
Gloyer, Marilyn
Money, Ralph
Dennin, Joesph
Turechek, John
Cron, Catherine
Messman, Bonita
Honeycutt, James
Katz, Alan
Tellis, Winston
Honeycutt, James
Hefzallah, Ibrahim
Mclntyre, Alice
Johns, Helene
Schiller, Jerome
Whitaker, Eleanor
White, Marion
Whitaker, Eleanor
Rutkove, Lowell
D'Agostin, Joseph
Bradford, Bruce
McAfee, Ruth
Lyngaas, Suzanne
Kravet, Robert
Caster, Paul
Mennonna,Joseph
Newton, Lisa
Weeks, Kathi
Lakeland, Paul
JCurnin, William
Szivos, Frank
Eliasoph, Philip
Eliasoph, Philip
Escobar, Jesus
Escobar, Jesus
Eliasoph, Philip
Sweeny, Michael
Bridgford, Kim
Nantz, Kathryn
Deak, Edward
Murphy, Eugene
McEvoy, Sharlene
Katz, Lucy
McEvoy, Sharlene
McEvoy, Sharlene
Revak, Pamela
Bernard, Janine
Mulvey, Irene
Bernhardt, Chris
Haley, Gwendoly
Haley, Gwendoly
Scaccia, Tiziana

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
6
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
10
0
0
0
3.1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
7
0
4.2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
N 0
x

o
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
16
0
7.7
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
9.1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
11
0
3.8
0
5
6.3
0
3.1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
5
0
0
16
0
0
4
0
0
0
0
0
4.2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
16
0
0

0 63
0 75
0 52
0 54
0 50
0
0
17
0
0 19
8.3 33
6.3 56
7.7 38
0 14
0 60
0 60
8.3 66
0 ##
0 60
0 20
12 37
6 70
0 63
0 ##
0 840 50
10 80
64
11
0 73
10 40
22 78
0 66
0 66
0 80
3.3 56
0 80
0 56
15 63
12 75
046.7
0 15
0 25
0 57
0 36
0 47
6.3 68
0 17
22 55
0 47
5 85
0 87
0 72
16 66
8.3 75
0 83
0 41
15 65
10 62
0 58
15 50
0 43
0 33
6.3 93
18 81
0 39
0 28
0 53
0 35
0 29
0 63
4.8 33
3.8 65
0 35
0 60
0 66
7.7 53
0 52
0 61
5.7 88
0 52
0 27
15 55
0 16
0 42
20 40

Question #3

Question #2

Question #1
Implementing Database Server SQL
Info Sys in Organizations
Int Spanish II
Integral Calculus
Interior Design 1
Interior Design 1
Intermediate Accounting
Intermediate Accounting II
Intermediate Accounting II
Intermediate Accounting II
Intermediate Accounting II
Intermediate French II
Intermediate French II
Intermediate French II
Intermediate French II
Intermediate Russian II
Intern in Sch Psych II
International Info Sys
International Management
International Marketing
Intro Client Server Tech.
Intro Client/Server Tech. SIK
Intro Clinical-Child Neuropsy
Intro Computer - Based Info Sys
Intro Computer Based Info Sys
Intro Computer Based Info Sys
Intro Computer Based Info Sys
Intro Computer-Based Info Sys
Intro Computer-Based Info Sys
Intro to Biochemistry
Intro to C Programming
Intro to Calculus
Intro to Calculus
Intro to Calculus
Intro to Calculus
Intro to Calculus
Intro to Calculus
Intro to Calculus
Intro to Clarisworks for Teachers
Intro to Comparative Politics
Intro to Computer Based Info Sys
Intro to Computer Graphics
Intro to Edu Technology
Intro to Educ Research
Intro to Financial Accounting
Intro to Learning Disabilities
Intro to Lit
Intro to Literature
Intro to Literature
Intro to Macroeconomics
Intro to Management Accounting
Intro to Management Accounting
Intro to Mgmt Accounting
Intro to Mgmt Accounting
Intro to Mgmt Accounting
Intro to Mgmt Accounting
Intro to MIDI & Music Software
Intro to Phil
Intro To Political Theory
Intro to Religion
Intro to Statistics
Intro Writing for the Press
Introduction to Art History II
Introduction to Art History II
Introduction to Art History II
Introduction to Art History II
Introduction to Art History II
Introduction to Literature
Introduction to Literature
Introduction to Microeconomics
Introduction to Microeconomics
Language, Culture & Society
Law of Negotiation Instruments
Law, Women & WOrk
Legal Env of Business
Legal Env of Business
Legal Environment of Business
Life-Span Human Dev
Linear Algebra
Linear Algebra
Lit for Young Adults
Lit. for Young Adults
Litigation
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36
25
47
45
50
##
82
80
41
37
46
85
40
40
25
0
40
80
50
17
27
0
15
50
10
23
26
50
0
22
33
15
30
15
37
21
6.5
53
84
75
42
63
52
25
82
22
52
5
13
28
0
16
17
55
20
27
41
28
56
58
0
0
60
71
46
64
70
36
61
30
65
40
33
38
47
38
5.7
47
72
30
66
57
40

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
7.7
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
3.3
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
7.1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
8.3
0
7.7
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
20
0
11
0
3.8
0
0
6.3
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
5
0
0
28
0
0
4
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
9.1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
2.9
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0 ##
0 50 50
0 10 89
0 18 81
0 16 83
0
0 ##
12
87
0
0 7.7 92
0 58 33
6.3 56 37
7.7 30 46
0 14 85
0 10 90
0 80 20
0 25 75
0
0 ##
0 20 80
0 ##
0
6.3 25 68
0 58 41
18 72 9.1
0 75 25
0 46 53
0 16 83
0 50 50
5.9 82 11
5.3 42 52
10 30 40
22 67 11
0 55 33
0 66 33
7.7 73 15
0 60 36
0 50 50
6.3 37 50
15 57 26
0 87 12
0 20 80
0 7.7 92
0
0 ##
0 35 64
0 21
78
0 16 83
6.3 50 43
0 5.9 94
11
33 55
0 47 52
0 55 40
4.3 65 30
0 39 61
14 42 14
8.3 66 25
4.3 60 34
0 15 81
15 75 10
21
53 17
0 16 83
14 50 35
0 43 56
4.2 25 70
0 56 43
72 9.1
9.1
4.5 31
63
0
0 ##
0 28 71
0 35 64
0
0 ##
0 10 89
0 19 81
0 23 76
0 5.6 94
0 40 60
66 33
69
0 31
6.3 6.3 87
0 38 61
2.9 57 37
5.9 35 58
0
0 ##
0 60 40
0 ##
0
0 28 71
0 40 60

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
7.1
0
0
0
0
20
10
0
5.6
0
0
11
0
0
0
5
0
0
3.1
0
0
0
0
0
5.6
6.3
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
3.8
0
0
0
4.2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
4
5.3
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

18
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
7.1
25
18
0
0
0
40
5.9
5.6
0
11
0
0
7.7
0
25
6.7
5.6
9.4
0
0
0
7.1
0
0
0
0
0
52
16
0
0
14
8.3
4.3
0
5.3
0
27
0
0
8.3
25
9.1
4.5
0
0
0
0
10
0
0
5.3
10
0
7.7
11
7.7
25
0
9
15
0
0
20

54 18
50 50
15 68
27 63
16 50
0 33
0 12
7.7 46
16 16
6.3 25
0 46
0 60
50 50
40 40
44 55
0 ##
50 25
40 60
28 35
50 25
27 45
50 50
30 46
0 40
0
50
58 29
50 27
50 40
78 11
11
55
0 83
19 57
34 55
45 25
60 33
44 50
53 34
41
41
0 7.7
25 75
21
64
10 52
11
44
6.3 50
6.3 62
33 66
47
0
21
58
45 50
47 41
28 42
33 50
17 69
15 46
26 31
11
53
63 9.1
26 66
37 56
20 54
50 25
81 9.1
36 59
28 66
26 66
30 38
11
52.
47 42
5.3 52
28 64
10 63
50 30
33 66
23
61
44 44
23 61
50 25
5.9 58
18 72
55 25
0 33
42
21
60
0

9.1
0
15
9.1
33
66
87
46
66
68
53
40
0
20
0
0
25
0
21
0
9.1
0
23
40
0
5.9
11
10
0
22
16
15
10
0
0
0
0
17
92
0
7.1
36
38
37
31
0
0
5
4.5
12
14
8.3
8.7
38
36
30
0
6.7
6.3
12
0
0
0
4.8
6.7
30
35
0
42
4
15
10
0
7.7
0
0
0
35
0
5
66
35
20
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Major Authors in Eng Lit II
Marketing Research
Marketing Research
Mechanical Engineering Lab
Methods of Research Design
Mod in Japan and China
Mod in The West
Mod in the West
Mod in the West
Mod in the West
Mod in West
Modern Geometry
Modern Philosophy
Modern Philosophy
Modernization in the West
Multicult Issues in Cnslng
Multivariable Calculus II
Multivariable Calculus II
Municipal Accounting
Network Operating System
Network Operating System
Network Software Concepts
Object Oriented Business Sys
Organic Chem II
Organic Chemistry II
OrgAnic Chemistry II
Organization Theory & Design
Organization Theory &Design
Organizational Culture
Organizational Theory
Persuasive Writing
Philosophy of Education-Intro
Physical Anthropology &Archeology
Physics I Mechanics
Physics I Mechanics Lab
Physics II Heat/Light/Sound
Physics II Heat/Light/Sound
Pol Part Grps & Public Opinion
Portfolio Analysis
Portfolio Management
Practicum in Fam Therapy
Practicum in Fam Therapy II
Principles of Investment
Probability and Statistics
Probability and Stats II
Probate Law II
Product&Process Design For Mfg
Psy of Death and Dying
Psych of Personalty
PsychoEdu Issues in Spec Edu
Race and Ethnic Relations
Research in Psychology
Robotics/Mfg Systems II
Sacraments in Christian Life
Sales & Distribution Management
Sales and Distrib Management
Sem Contemp Topics/Bus Computg
Senior Capstone Seminar
Sensation and Perception
Shakespeare II
Societies & Cultures East Asia
Spec Tpcs: Art & Architecture NYC
Speech: Writing and Delivery
Speech:Writing and Delivery
Statistics
Stats of Life Science
Strength of Materials II
Tchr/Lrn Multicultural Context Edu
The West & The World
The West & The World
The Writer's Workshop
Theor Child Psychotherapy
Theor/Cnslng SPsychotherapy
Theories of Learning
Theory of Computation
Thermal Engineering
Thermodynamics II
Transform Analysis Technics
Transnational Organizations
US COngress
US Foreign Policy
Visual Programming w/VB
Writing Fantasy, Sci FIc, Sus
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Mullan, James
Ducoffe, Sandra
Ducoffe, Sandra
Murray, William
Schlichting, Kurt
DeAngelis, Richard
Petry, Walter
Bucki, Cecilia
Stepsis, Mark
Ragozzino, Thomas
McFadden, David
Wong, Maurice
Tampe, Luis
Regan, Thomas
Abbott, William
Haley-Banez, Lynn
Bernhardt, Chris
Sawin, Stephen
Peck, Milo
Lengel, Scott
Wildredge, George
Kolodny, Herbert
Lewis, Seth
Mitnick, John
Steffen, L Kraig
Elder, John
Tyler, Richard
Tyler, Richard
Cavanaugh, Michael
Tromley, Cheryl
Boquet, Elizabeth
Poole, Julianna
Penczar, Lynne
Sebas, Joseph
Hajla, Joseph
Brienza, Michael
Hajla, Joseph
Orman, JOhn
Stern, Mitchell
Stern, Mitchell
Taylor-Smith, Terry
Strainge, Renee
Andrew, Robert
Auth, Drew
Fine, Ben
Martin, Frederic
Dubrow, Alan
Edinburg, Mark
McCarthy, John
Geller, Daniel
Anderson, Arthur
Patelis, Thanos
Botosani, Paul
Benney, Alfred
Chatterjee, Sharmila
Chatterjee, Sharmila
Lewis, Seth
Tavis, Anna
Gardner, Elizabeth
Regan, Richard
Murphy, Eugene
Reynolds, Donald
Feigenson, Diane
Konov, Patricia
Ben-Porat, Avi
Salafia, W Ronald
Kulpa, Walter
Poole SSND, Julianna
Kidd, Katherin
Dew, Edward
Ladd, Louise
Vitulano, Lawerence
Hackney, Harold
Firlik, Russell
Lang, George
Etemad, Shah
Parnes, Marvin
Janeff, William
Bhalla, Bharat
Orman, John
Dew, Edward
Ramachandran, Rama
Liftig, Robert

Question #1

Question #2

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0 23
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0 14
0
0
17 17
0
0
0
0
0 14
0
0
0
0
0
0
5.3
0
0 5.6
0
0
0 15
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
3.6 10
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
4.2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
10
0
0
0
0 7.1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0 3.7
0
0
0
0
0
0
0 11
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0 28
0
0
0 50
0
0
0 35
0
0
0 28
0
0
0 8.7
0
0 23 61
0 6.7 6.7 53
0
0 4.2 66
0
0 8.3 41
0
0
0
5
0
0
0 45
0 7.7
0 53
0
0 3.6 28
0
0
0
0
0
0
0 33
0
0
0 23
0
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Swim team a stroke
behind competition in
early season action
Matthew Payne
Staff Writer
The Fairfield University swim
team put their month and a half of preseason training into competition last
week. Since Sept. 15, the men and women
have worked strenuously under head
coach Phil Palumbo to exceed their
achievements from last season. The Stags
hit the road for their first three matches,
as they faced Fordham, Rider, St. Peter's,
and Loyola.
The majority of the students in
the swim program are not aided financially for their participation in the sport.
Thus, without scholarship players, the
Stags often find themselves overmatched
by teams with scholarship players. Despite these setbacks, Fairfield manages
to fare pretty well considering the numbers that turn out for the team and the
high talent level of their opponents. The
Stags are continuously surging in their
personal and team success.
Palumbo is expecting great
progress from all his swimmers in comparison to last season's performance.
Although it is the ideal outlook, the team's
expectations are not necessarily to win
every meet, but rather to focus on individual improvement.
Palumbo has seen great strides already
even though the Stags have only three
meets under their belts.
"The majority of swimmers have better
times now than they did at this point last
year," Palumbo said. "I think some

worthy.
• In the 1000 freestyle against
Loyola, Steven Kapuscinski '01, finished
third with a time of 11:09.87. In the 100m
butterfly, Warenkiewicz also finished
third with a time of 1:03.50. Fox broke
his own record in the 100m breast stroke
with a time of 1:13.68.
Mari Dague '98 and Nancy
Longo '99 are co-captains of the
women's squad. The women's team is 13 thus far, as they recorded a victory in
their last meet when they defeated St.

"The majority of swimmers have
better times now than they did
at this point last year. I think
some records are definitely going to be beaten in the future."

a theatre piece on sex without consent,
sexual communication, and alcohol.
7:30 pm

Tuesday, November 11
Location: Gonzaga Auditorium

records are definitely going to be beaten
in the future."
The men's team is led by tricaptains Peter Fox '98, Phil Bloete '98,
andEricMundt'98. Other key returners
are Chris Warenkiewicz' 99, Matt Collins
'00, and Brennan Kelly '01.
The team is 0-4 presently, but
the Stags hope to improve upon that this
weekend when they host the University
of Rhode Island. Fairfield's last meet
was this past Saturday in a tri-meet with
Rider, and St. Peter's. The scores were:
Rider 94, Fairfield 19 and St. Peter's 70,
Fairfield 43. For Fairfield, Eric Mundt
put on quite a performance, finishing
first in the 12 meter diving event with a
score of 205.75 and second in 3 meter
diving with a score of 194.25.
Mundt also qualified for the
EC AC s in the first meet of the season on
October 26, when the Stags took on
Loyola. This is a tournament just one
level below the Division I Nationals, so
Mundt's accomplishments are quite note-

Peter's 68-211, in a tri-meet, but fell to
Rider 79-26.
Kristin Conlin '01 had an impressive performance in the tri-meet, as
she finished first in the 500 freestyle with
a time of 5:32.05 and placed second in the
1000 freestyle with a time of 11:23.86.
The Stags also dominated the 200 butterfly, with Gretchen Fielder and Kelly Taylor finishing first and second with times
of 2:23.10 and 2:24.98 respectively.
Longo came in third in the 200 freestyle
with a time of 2:09.60 and Kate Lawless
placed third in the 50 freestyle with a time
of 26.35. The relay combination of Julie
Thomson, Fielder, Taylor, and Longo
earned second place in the 400 medley
relay.
• Fairfield will be back in action
this Saturday, as it hosts the University of
Rhode Island at 1 p.m. in the rec-plex.
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Stag runners meet their
match at MAAC tourney

Jeff Woelpper
Staff Writer

Brad Tarr
Assistant Sports Editor
If you thought that the New York
Marathon was the only race in the Big
Apple last weekend, you are sadly mistaken. The fact of the matter is that the
Metro Atlantic Athletic Conference
championship meet was held at Van
Cortlandt Park in the Bronx on Sunday.
The men did quite well finishing third
overall with 109 points, behind Iona (23 .
points) and Manhattan (46). Dan
Whitney '99, along with freshmen James
Butler and Ken Poli, all came in together
finishing 16th, 17th, and 18th overall.
Whitney's time of 27:03 was just over a
minute ahead of the Stags' fourth and
fifth finishers, Evan McFarland '01 and •
Andrew Harrington'00. McFarland finished 36th overall in 28:12, while
Harrington captured 39th in the race. All
in all, it was a great showing for the
Stags' men's team.
"On the men's side, I was not only
pleased with this meet, but the season as
a whole," head coach Phil Schuchert
said. "Dan Whitney led the charge, and
I was extremely impressed by Andrew
Harrington. He stepped up and ran with
our fourth man for most of the race.
We've run here before, but his time improved more than anyone else's."
Unfortunately, the women didn't fair
quite as well. They finished ninth overall, one point ahead of Siena. Junior
Rachel Borek's time of 22:05 was good
enough for 58th, but made her the leader
among the Stags' finishers. Fairfield's
2-5 finishers came in less than a minute
behind Borek. Brooke Mikesell '99 finished 71st. Meredith Carey '00, along
with freshmen Beth Haserick and Jessica Rawnsley, all had respectable per-

Gaels blow over men's
soccer team

photo: Sports Info &
Double N Photography
Junior Brooke Mikesell finished fourth for
the Stags in the MAAC tournament.
formances for the Stags, finishing 65th,
70th, and 74th, respectively.
"It's unfortunate because the
women's team has been plagued with
injuries," Schuchert said. "If you had
asked me in the beginning of the season,
I would have predicted that the women
would have finished somewhere in the
middle today. We" didn't even have our
best runner (Karen McGuire) because of
an injury."
Schuchert sounds extremely optimistic about the future of the teams. "Both
teams achieved their goals for today.
This is just the beginning," he said.
"We're looking to make a move over the
next couple of years."

Needing a win or a tie to gain
a berth into the Metro Atlantic Athletic
Conference playoffs, Fairfield took on
a tough competitor in Iona on a muddy
Alumni field this Tuesday. In a backand-forth struggle, Fairfield battled the
Gaels to the end, but Iona won 2-1,
ending the Stag's hopes to make the
postseason.
A greater part of the first half
belonged to Iona, but they could not
convert any of their opportunities into
goals. One of these chances forced
goalkeeper Chris Sheckley to do his
best hockey imitation as he kick-saved
a blast from one of the Iona pursuers.
Sheckley also made a few more great
saves, while the defense did its best to
thwart any of the Gaels' rallies. The
teams went into the locker room with a
scoreless deadlock.
As the clouds began to move
over Alumni Field, the Stags came out
with greater intensity in the second half.
A handball by an Iona defender on a
Craig Lennon shot gave Fairfield a penalty shot opportunity. However, the
Iona goalie made a perfect save on Paul
McSherry's attempt, and the Stags
missed a golden opportunity to break
the tie.
But this would not be the only
opportunity forthe Stags. Gaining more
momentum, Fairfield took advantage
of a miscue by the Iona defense.
Sebastian Wojdaska* who has scored
some big goals this season, broke
through the defense and beat the Gaels'
goaltender, giving his team a 1-0 lead
and sending the Fairfield faithful into a
frenzy.
Just when it seemed that the
game was in hand, disaster struck for

photo: Sports Info
Senior Craig Lennon wrapped up his
stellar career in Fairfield's tough loss to
Iona.
the Stags. A mix-up between Sheckley
and McSherry on a loose ball gave an
Iona attacker a chance on an open net.
This chance was converted with a goal,
which tied the game at one just over 20
minutes remaining.
Both teams had several opportunities over the rest of the half, but
overtime seemed inevitable as the time
ticked away. But with nine seconds showing on the clock, Iona scored off a corner
kick and the Gaels went into a frenzy in
front of the net as they celebrated a hardfought 2-1 victory.
Although it was a tough way to
end the season, it is hard to forget the
spectacular campaign that the Stags put
forth and the promising future that lies
ahead. The team will see the end of two
stellar careers with the graduation of seniors Craig Lennon and McSherry. However, nine of 11 starters will be returning
to the squad, including leading scorer
Dave Mancini, juniors Jesse Parker and
Mark Porter, and their entire starting defensive unit.- Next year may prove to be
quite exciting as the Stags make yet another run at the MAAC title.

.J*

Intramural Update: The Heisman watch
A.J. Grant
Contributing Writer
This year's intramural season
is off to a flying start. Both the soccer
and flag football leagues have been
highly competitive. Flag football especially is having one of its most exciting
seasons ever. This league is doing so
well that university president the Rev.
Aloysius P. Kelley, S.J. has ordered the
intramural staff to issue the school's first
Flag Football Heisman Trophy Award.
The Heisman hopeful list as of
now consists of only three legitimate
candidates. These truly exciting players
are wide receiver Jesse Light of N.W.O.,
offensive lineman Kevin Vas of Long n'
Strong, and Dave Briones, of Brio Blows
Sheep.
Light, originally from
Compton, California, has utilized his
knowledge of the West Coast offense to
help him average over 11 receptions,
215 yards, and two touchdowns per
game. Jesse and his bunkmate/quarterback Dave Bridges have a connection
unparalleled by any other WR-QB duo
in the league. In a post-game interview
last week, Light said, "Saturday nights
before our Sunday games, I usually fall
asleep with Dave, in his bed, while watch-

ing our opponent's game films."
Another impact player on the
Heisman platform is offensive lineman
Kevin Vas. Vas' situation is somewhat
similar to that of Orlando Pace's predicament last year at Ohio State. Despite
leading the league with 69 pancake
blocks, Vas feels that he is not getting
enough consideration due to his position. While Orlando Pace got his coaching staff to campaign for him, Vas has
chosen a different route. Vas has decided to gain media attention through his
outlandish attire. Vas' wardrobe, which
is a mix between that of Dennis Rodman's
and RuPaul's has definitely caught the
eye of the national media much faster
than it has caught the eye of the female
section of our student body.
The third player on our list of
Heisman hopefuls is dazzling Dave
Briones. Briones' ability is absolutely
unquestionable, and if you do question
his ability, just ask him and he'll tell you
just how good he actually is. Briones is
the sole quarterback on our list and putsup some amazing statistics: 35 completions, four touchdowns, and 107 rushing
yards per game. While Briones' ability
is there, his teammates believe his mind
often drifts at key points in their games.
For instance, two weeks ago, teammate

Brian Asparro was forced to stop cuddling
with his girlfriend on the sideline when
Briones ordered Asparro to call Denny at
Larkin's and tell him that Briones would
be late.
Another time, rarely used punter
Keith "Cheese" Macksoud questioned
where Briones was going with a pre-game
speech.
"It started out like any other pregame speech. Then out of the blue, Briones
said 'remember in the MAAC's when
Denny came back in his match. If you play
with as much heart as he did, we' 11 win this
thing', "Cheese" said. "Then he proceeded to hold up a newspaper clipping of
himself and Dennis Ryan arm-in-arm, and
he started crying. He finally concluded his
speech by saying, 'Let's win this one for
Hingham."'
These and other such actions have
disenchanted Briones with his teammates.
These three players all display
great ability week in and week out, but it
is obvious that their heads are not always
on straight. The intramural staff believes
that whichever one of these players can
keep his head on straight during the playoffs will wind up being named the firstever Fairfield University Intramural Flag
Football Heisman Trophy Award Winner.
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Football team bows
to the Siena Saints
Rick Thomson
Sports Editor
On a dismal evening in Fairfield
county this past Saturday, when heavy
rains transformed the newly-sodded turf
of Alumni field into a 100-yard swamp,
the ground couldn't seem any greener
for the Siena College football team.
That's because the Saints
trudged through the sloppy conditions
for 211 rushing yards, led by Division I-

sweeping across Alumni field, as quarterback Jim Lopusznick managed just 12
completions on 32 attempts for 110 yards
and two costly interceptions.
"We kept getting in the red zone,
but we just couldn't come up with any
points," Kiesel said. "The weather certainly didn't help, but playing in the elements is part of football, and we will
improve in that area."
After a Siena field goal late in
the second quarter gave the Saints a 9-0
halftime lead, the Stags opened the sec-

Steven Hadley had a 32-yard catch in Saturday's loss to Siena.
A A leading rusher Reggie Greene's 167
yards and two touchdowns, and cruised
to a 16-6 victory in a Metro Atlantic
Athletic Conference game against
Fairfield.
"Reggie Greene is truly a great
running back," Stags head Coach Kevin
Kiesel said. "He played like he was oh a
different level. Everyone else was having a hard time just staying on their feet."
Greene's first touchdown came
on the heels of a big play by the Siena
special teams. After a scoreless first
quarter, the Stags were forced to punt
deep in their own territory one minute
into the second quarter. Jason Butsch
had his punt blocked by Saints' linebacker Guy Gialanella, who then jumped
on the loose ball to give Siena a first
down at the Fairfield five-yard line. On
the next play, Greene took a hand-off
straight up the middle and put the Saints
on top 6-0.
"That blocked punt was definitely the biggest play of the game,"
Kiesel said. "I have to give Siena a lot of
credit. They made the big plays despite
the poor conditions, and we just couldn't
do the things we wanted to do."
Fairfield's potent passing attack was hindered by the wind and rain
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ond half with an impressive six-minute
drive, capped by a five-yard touchdown
catch by Eric Wise, to cut the deficit to 96. But Greene made sure the lead held up
for Siena, as he rumbled 25 yards for a
touchdown 47 seconds into the fourth
quarter to give the Saints a 10-point advantage.
The loss dropped Fairfield to 53 overall, and 2-3 in the MAAC with two
conference games left to play.
"We really thought we were the
better football team going into this game,"
Kiesel said. "But we're not going to hang
our heads. That's what's great about
these kids and our coaching staff. We'll
watch the films and vow to get better."
This Saturday, the Stags will
travel to New Rochelle, New York, to
take on Iona. Fairfield got its only win of
the 1996 season with a 27-0 romp of the
Gaels in the season finale. However,
things may not be as easy for the Stags
this time around.
"Iona reminds us a lot of our
team. They are a young group that is
getting better and better each week,"
Kiesel said. "We have a vicious, rivalry
with Iona, so we're expecting a war out
there. But we will be ready."

Home games
Swimming vs. University of Rhode Island
Saturday, 1 p.m.
Men's Basketball vs. Diamonds (Exhibition)
Saturday, 2 p.m.
Women's Basketball vs. New York Gazelles (Exhibition)
Sunday, 1 p.m.
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Athletes of the Week
Eric Mundt

Colleen O'Connor

Mundt, a senior
tri-captain on the
men's swimming &
diving team, who
hails from
Hillsdale, NJ, has
had an impressive
start to the season.
In a tri-meet between the Stags,
Rider, and St.
Peter's, he finished
first in 1-meter
diving and second
in the 3- meter.
Less than a week
earlier, Mundt
qualified for the
ECACsinameet
versus Loyola.

O'Connor, a junior
midfielder on the
women's soccer
team from Lido
Beach, NY, played a
crucial role in the
Stags' success at the
MAAC tournament
last weekend. On
her way to being
named to the AllTournament team,
she racked up two
goals in Fairfield's
4-0 win over Siena
on Saturday. The
Stags beat Loyola
1-0 on Sunday to
bring home the
championship.

Red ruggers keep on
rollin'
Joe Simpson
Contributing Writer
This past weekend the Fairfield University men's rugby club took a joyous
trip to good ol' Keene, New Hampshire .
for the Division II New England Rugby
Championships. The Red Ruggers took
second place, quite an accomplishment
due to the stiff competition which they
faced. Both teams' which Fairfield
faced, Williams and Central Connecticut, were, like Fairfield, undefeated
during their league play. Thanks to
their strong effort and dedicated play,
the Red Ruggers kept their season alive
as they venture into the Northeast playoffs next weekend.
The first match against Williams
was a display of excellent rugby on the
part of both teams. Williams scored
first off the kickoff with an excellent
run by All-American fullback Derek
Kleinbauer, but Fairfield retaliated
quickly. Once Fairfield maintained
possession, Mark Ridder took a loop
pass on the wing and hopped on his
horse down the sideline for a try. Playing the wind precisely, Pat "I wish there
were this many fast food chains in
Fairfield" Tynan nailed the extra point
and put Fairfield up 7-5. Fairfield's
scrum play continued to dominate Williams, and right before the half-time
whistle, Andy "Not without my girl-

friend" Mahat trucked through the try
zone for a score.
With the score 12-5, the Red
Ruggers, led by George "I'll knock you
out if I have to" Hemmer '98, Rob
"Squishy Pants" Gallagher '98, and
Brendan "Chubacca Butt" Delaney' 98,
kept Fairfield in the lead. Williams
scored once more on a fluke play and
decreased their deficit to two points,
but the Ruggers never let up, and'with a
few minutes left in the game, Dave
"Lukac' s my brother-in-laV Bae dove
into the corner of the try zone to secure
the 17-10 victory.
On Sunday, Fairfield was supposed
to compete against Central Connecticut
for the championship, but on the way to
the game, a group of aliens sabotaged
Fairfield's bus and stole each player's
identity. The imposter aliens held their
own for the most part but were not able
to defeat Central Connecticut and the
Stags suffered their first loss. The aliens
ruined the Red Ruggers' undefeated
season but they did play well enough to
advance the team to the playoffs.
Fairfield moves onto play in
the Northeast playoffs next weekend
against SUNY Binghamton in upstate
New York. Coach Bob "Quantum
Leap" Norton was very excited for the
team and hopes they will go all the way.
If anyone is interested in showing their
support by coming along, please contact Kevin Norton @ 254-6969.
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Simply the best
Women's soccer boots Siena and
Loyola en route to MAAC title
Thanks to play-in,
Stags can play on

Paul Pennelli
Staff Writer
They have worked to
this end since late summer, and
the members of the Fairfield
University women's soccer
team now know that their efforts have paid off, as the Stags
(15-3, 9-0 MAAC) took home
the Metro Atlantic Athletic Conference championship. Already
the regular season champions
• of the MAAC, the Stags headed
to Loyola College in Maryland
this past weekend for their first
round match with Sienna College.
The Siena match was
not much'of a challenge for the
Stags. Fairfield had already
defeated the Saints earlier this
season, and the same victor
emerged from this tournament
game, as Siena bowed, 4-0. The
game actually began slowly, as
Fairfield was still adjusting to
the turf field, a type of playing
surface it had only played on
once earlier in the season. Abby
Allan began the scoring in the
21 st minute off a feed from Kelli
Hurley, and this was the only
score of the first half. In the
second half, Fairfield continued to dominate possession
time, and because of this, was
able to notch two quick goals at
the beginning of the half. Colleen O'Connor hit two shots,
one from Lisa Cerulo in the
54th minute, and another from
Julie Stevens. Late in the game,
Jen Mitchell scored off another

Rick Thomson
Sports Editor
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Colleen O'Connor scored two goals in Fair field's opening round
MAAC tournament win over Siena.
assist from Cerulo. The defense
played extremely well, limiting
Siena to only two shots.
On Saturday night
when the Stags discussed its
upcoming final against Loyola,
it knew that defense would be
the deciding factor of the match.
Specifically, Fairfield's defenders could not give Loyola's for-

photos: Sports Info & Double N
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Junior Jen Mitchell has been a major part of the Stags' midfield.

wards much space to maneuver.
The match itself was
very even, as both teams had
ample opportunities to but the
ball in the back of the net. While
both sides probably could have
executed better offensively, this
was a match that displayed a
great deal of talent had intensity. Fairfield had trouble scoring, in part, to the double coverage of two of their best scorers:
Hurley and Allan. The game
eventually went into a second
overtime with both teams unable to score. In the second
overtime, Fairfield had a free
kick and it was taken by Julie
Stevens. Stevens placed the
ball well, and the ball bounced
off a Loyola defender and into
the net. This would prove to be
the only goal of the match. Goalkeeper Anne Lyons and the entire defense played well, leading the team to victory.
When the all-tournament team was announced,
Eileen Murray, Lyons, Stevens,
and O'Connor were named as
members. This is a great accomplishment for not only these
players, but the entire team. This
team has always played extremely well as a single unit,
and this is reflected in the nature of the players, in addition
to the work of the coaching staff.
Fairfield dominated the MAAC
for the entire season, won the
tournament, and now must play
the winner of the Northeast
League tournament to gain a
berth in the NCAA tournament.

Just one day after helping the Fairfield University
women' s soccer team defeat Loyola in the Metro Atlantic Athletic
Conference championship game, senior forward Kelli Hurley had
bigger things on her mind. This past Monday was the day the
Northeast region rankings were going to be posted, and Hurley
was sure that the 17-3 Stags were going to be among the ranked
teams as she frantically scanned the list. After all, Fairfield had
just completed the MAAC season with a stellar, 11-0 record, and
knocked off regionally ranked Colgate and Yale earlier this year,
so it was perfectly conceivable that the Stags be categorized as one
of the best teams in the Northeast. But surprisingly enough,
Fairfield was left off the exclusive list
In the past, this would have been a problem, as the Stag's
season always ended with the conclusion of the MAAC tournament, whether they won or lost. However, this year, the regional
ranking snubbing has only added fuel to the fire, as Fairfield is
assured of at least one more game and a chance to not only crack'
into the rankings, but also to become the first women's soccer
team in Fairfield history to reach the NCAA tournament.
That's because the NCAA women's soccer tournament
committee got together earlier this year and decided that the
winner of the MAAC would play the top team from the Northeast
conference for a spot in the NCAA tournament. Before the advent
of this play-in game, teams from the MAAC had virtually no
chance of qualifying for the national tournament. But after
capturing the coveted MAAC crown this past Sunday, the Stags
find themselves just one victory away from reaching collegiate
soccer's "Big Dance."
"The play-in game was a big incentive for us this season,"
Hurley said. "That has been our goal from day one. It's exciting
for us because we feel if we can keep playing the way we have all
season, we have a good chance of winning and becoming the first
Fairfield team to make the tournament."
The 1997 season has certainly been one of firsts for the
Stags. In addition to becoming the first team to take part in the
MAAC-NEC play-in game, Fairfield's 11-0 conference record
marked the first time a MAAC team completed the league schedule without a loss. Hurley became the first Fairfield player to
eclipse the 100-point mark for her career with a goal in a 4-1
victory over Monmouth a few weeks ago. But perhaps the most
important first for Fairfield has been the impact of first-year head
coach Maria Piechocki, as her emphasis on conditioning and
competitiveness has helped bring the Stags to an unprecedented
level of success.
"Coach is big into fitness, and that had really helped us
this year. Other teams will die out there and we will just keep
pounding away at them," Hurley said. "You have to give 100
percent at practice, and drills and scrimmages at practice are
always very competitive. If you're not giving 100 percent, then
you won't be playing when the next game comes around."
But leadership on the women's soccer team also comes
from this year's tri-captains, Mary Ann Sadowski, Marybefh
Creagh, and Hurley. Each member of this talented trio possess a
different type of personality on the field, which, when mixed
together, has been the perfect formula for success."
"As captains, players on the team really look to us for
leadership," Hurley said. "Mary Ann is kind of easy-going and
laid back. Marybeth is always upbeat, and I'm really intense arid
always yelling. But we all can't stand losing, and we will do
everything in our power to make sure that doesn't happen."
Losing is certainly something that hasn't happened very
often this season for the Stags, who have won 17 of their last 18
games. When Fairfield takes on either Monmouth or Central
Connecticut in the play-in game next week, the Stags will have all
the incentive in the world to continue their winning ways. And if
Fairfield comes through with the monumental victory, maybe
then women's soccer at Fairfield University will get the respect it
deserves from the regional rankers, and Kelli Hurley can have
some peace of mind as she and the Stags prepare for the NCAA
tournament.

